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There is no doubt that the world around us is in a state of rapid transition. Indeed, the

word "changing" would seem to be an appropriate modifier for almost any aspect of the human con-

dition. While iu general change- have tended to improve the quality of life in our society, they

have also had their LI effects. People are finding it increasingly difficult to maintain psycho-

logical equilibrium because of the constancy and pervasiveness of change. The counseling profession

has responded to this situatiGn by enlarging the realm of its service area ia order to help people

cope in the many important dimensions of their lives. Perhaps the newest venture in this regard is

leisure counseling.

The recency of leisure counseling as a counseling qoecialty is a reflection of the history of

leisure. That is, the need for leisure counseling has only recently become evident. Leisure was

not a "problem" for the ancient Greeks since they held it in the highest esteem. For example,

Sophocles admonished that "Purposeless leisure breeds no good." Similarly, Aristotle epitomized

the Greek outlook on life when he wrote, "The end of labor is to gain leisure." This outlook

persisted for several centuries until the rise of the Protestant (Work) Ethic. This philosophy

was the direct reverse of its historical precedent: Work assumed paramount finportance while

leisure became secondary and of little concern.

1
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The Protestant Ethic remained the societal standard for several centuries, and its vestiges

are still apparent. However, its value as an appropriate societal standard has recently been

questioned on both theoretical and practical grounds (Neulinger, 1974; Severinsen, 1979)

questioning based on the fact that views of life in general, and the importance of leisure in

particular, are changing. Best and Stern (1976) describe the (traditional) "linear life plan"

wherein education is seen as preparation for work, the major portion of life is centered on

work, and retirement (leisure) is the reward for having worked. An alternative perspective is

provided by Bolles (1978) who suggests that education (learning), work, and leisure (play)

are not sequential; rather. all are present throughout the life span and each varies in terms of

individual importance at a particular point in time. This latter view seems most appropriate

for a modern society (EJ 066 305).

The reasons why ieisure is becoming more important (i.e., receiving greater attention)

relate directly to othor major changes in the ways people live. For exAmple, rapid and continuing

technological advances are drastically decreasing the time necessary to perform various life tasks.

The impact of technoltogy is of course most obvious in the world of work. lhe Employment and

Trainin_g_Report of the President (1978) notes that the average number of hours worked per week

continues to decrease, a trend that is predicted to continue indefinitely. The impact is elso

evident, however, in everyday living, as dinners are made in microwave ovens that use programmable

microcircuits, with light-emitting diodes to show when the meal is done.

Social changes in sex roles, family patterns, longevity, and life styles, as well as related
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economic, political, and educational changes, are also influencing the nature of leisure and

its functions in people's lives. The nature of leisure is changing in that more time is avail-

able for it and that specific leisure activities are continually being changed, improved, or

created. 1.11 functions of leisure in people's lives are correspondingly changing; people are

expecting more from their leisure and, consequently, placing more emphasis on it. This latter

point is best exemplified by the view of leisure as a stress-reduction method. Since, as many

medical and psychological professionals point out, stress is a "way of life" in our society,

and since participation in leisure is antithetical to stress in most people's minds, leisure

is coming to be viewed as a primary method for maintaining psychological equilibrium.

The major drawback of the current attention to leisure is its emphasis on the "leisure

problem." Historically, people have generally been complacent about leisure because of the

predominant Protestant Ethic. However, as people's concerns about leisure have increased, it

has come under more critical scrutiny. Neulinger (1974) has identified three major problems

that typically arise in this leisure evaluation process: (1) feelings of inner (i.e., psycho-

logical) threat due to the lack of skills for effective leisure decision-making, (2) value

conflicts that arise when work is viewed as "productive" and leisure is viewed as "nonproductive,"

and (3) feelings of "meaninglessneF.s" or "time wasting" during leisure activities. The leisure

problem then is primarily psychololical. Consequehtly, leisure counseling has emerged as the

counseling profession's response to the leisure problem. At the theoretical level leisure

counseling is an attempt to make the sociology and psychology of leisure applied sciences.

3
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At the practical level, leisure counseling is an attempt to help people achieve the most

personally appropriate and effective leisure activities.

Toward Defining_Leisure Counseling

leisure counseling and its professional evaluation would of course be greatly facilitated

if professionals could reach consensus as to its definition. Unfortunately, such is not the

case. In fact, numerous definitions of leisure counseling are offered in professional literature.

While such a situation is not uncommon in the counseling profession (e.g., a similar one exists

for vocational counseling), it does nonetheless complicate interpretations of leisure counseling.

Two primary factors underly the current diversity of leisure counseling definitions: One of these

is primarily historical and has to do with the changes in perspectives toward leisure described

above; the other is primarily theoretical.

At the theoretical level, a definition of leisure counseling must reflect a definition of

leisure. Therein lies the problem. A considerable number of leisure definitions exists--which

exemplifies the lack of agreement about what leisure is. Since consensus about a definition of

leisure has not been achieved, it follows that consensus about a definition of leisure counseling

also has not been achieved.

Five major categories of leisure d2finitions are evident in professional literature: time-

related, activity-related, work-related, psychological, and composite. The majority of time-based

leisure definitions are residual in nature--that is, leisure is viewed as something one does in
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time left over after 'ime spent on something else, usually activities deemed to be necessary for

survival. For example, Brightbill and Mobley (1977) state that "Leisure is best exemplified

with time--time beyond that required, organically, for existence and subsistence" (p. 5).

Activity-based leisure definitions are similar in nature, but the residual aspect is more often

implied than explicitly stated. Both Dumazedier (1967) and Bull (1971) suggest that leisure is

any activity engaged in by choice or personal discretion (after "required" activities have been

completed). Both of these types of leisure definitions are extremely comprehensive in scope and

therefore allow considerable flexibility in specifying what is classified as leisure.

Work-related leisure definitions are by far the mosi. common, probably because they indirectly
Work-Relate('

reflect the Protestant Ethic. Two of the more commonly cited work-related definitions are provided Definitions
litmt Common

by Wilensky (1960). He describes compensatory leisure as a situation in which an individual fails

to fulfill (totally) needs through work and thus finds such fulfillment in leisure. He also

describes spillover leisure as a situation in which an individual fulfills needs through work

and continues to find further fulfillment through work-related leisure activities. In the former

situation work and leisure activities are usually antithetical, whereas in the latter they are

usually similar. While work-related leisure definitions seem to make a lot of sense, they subtly

reinforce the work ethic and therefore may intensify the "leisure problem" described earlier.

Psychological definitions focus on the subjective nature of the human experience. For

example, de Grazia (1962) describes leisure as something uniquely personal, with an emphasis on

a
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the quality of feelings about an activity. Neulinger (1974) epitomizes the psychological

definitions by stating that "Leisure is a state of the mind; it is a way of being, of being

at peace with oneself and what one is doing" (p. xv). Inherent in all psychological leisure

definitions is an emphasis on personal freedom of choice. Such definitions therefore fit well

with typical counseling ideals.

Composite definitions represent attempts to describe leisure in comprehensive terms. They

range from relatively simplistic models such as Kelly's (1972) two-dimensional, four-cell paradigm

to Kaplan's (1960, 1975) extensive lists of the characteristics and conditions for leisure. Com-

posite definitions emphasize the complex nature of leisure; however, many of them are too unwieldly

to be of practical value for leisure counselors.

Definitions of leisure counseling are also influenced by the professional situations and

orientations of the persons positing such definitions. The word "counseling" is loosely interpreted

and widely applied among both laypersons and professionals. Unfortunately, even the insertion of

the word "leisure" as a specific descriptor of the type of counseling has not helped to clarify the

situation.

Leisure counseling is usually associated with three professional groups. The first of these

Is physical education and recreation specialists. They use the term "recreation counseling" as a

synonym for "leisure counseling" and focus on informing people about the availabilities, character-

istics, participation requirements, and potential personal suitabilities of various leisure activities.

nofinitionn
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The second group, primarily rehabilitation couhselors, emphasizes the therapeutic potential of

leisure activity participation. Members of this , use the term "therapeutic recreation"

counseling to mean helping clients find leisure acivities which will facilitate physical and/or

psychosocial improvement and adjustment. The third group is composed of professionals other

than those in the first two groups who identify themselves as "counselors" (e.g., school coun-

selors, mental health counselors, counseling psychologists). They stress the psychological

aspects of leisure activity participation and use the term leisure counseling to mean helping

people find leisure activities which are intrinsically meaningful, satisfying, and personally

effective. Obviously, these three group descriptions are highly general, and individual pro-

fessionals may not fit comfortably into any one of them. However, these descriptions do allow

for differentiation among three possible perspectives on leisure counseling.

Differing leisure detinitions and differing professional perspectives are reflected either

directly or indirectly in all attempts to describe leisure counseling. A few representative

examples should help to clarify these reflections.

Overs (Ed 179 029) uses the term "avocational counseling" instead of leisure counseling

and presents several definitions, each of which is work-related. His most recent is:

Avocational (leisure) counseling assists individuals with
leisure attitudinal and/or behavioral problems with choosing
and effectively parjcipating in an avocation. (p. 85)

the therapeutic potentialities of leisure activity participation are reflected in a definition

presented by'O'Morrow (1970). He defines (therapeutic) "recreation counseling" as:

7
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a technique in the rehabilitation process whereby a professional
person uses all the information gathered about a person prior to
release or discharge to further explore interests and attitudes
with respect to leisure, recreation, and social relationships to
enable him to identify, locate, and use resources in the commnity
and thereby become an active community participant. (p. 226-227)

Gunn (1977) offers a definition which reflects typical counseling goals bnd techniques. She

defines leisure counseling as:

a process utilizing verbal facilitation techniques to promote
self-awareness, awareness of leisure attitudes, values, and
feelings, and the development of decision-making and problem-
solving skills related to leisure participation. (p. 22)

The many leisure counseling definitions have been succinctly summarized by Shank and Kennedy

(EJ 150 274). Their conclusion is in effect yet another definition:

Leisure counseling involves a careful examination of a person's
background, beliefs, values and attitudes and becomes a develop-
mentel education process as well as a remedial counseling process. (p. 259)

While considerable diversity exists among the various leisure counseling definitions and

while consensus on a definition would probably expedite the development of leisure counseling,

this diversity is not totally without merit. For one thing, it has served to foster interaction

among professionals with different specialities. ror another, it has brought needed attention

to the importance end potential of leisure counseling. And finally, it has allowed for diverse

applications of leisure counseling, some of which will be presented in the next section.



Models, Programs, and Approaches

Only a very few models of leisure counseling can be found in the professional literature.

This is unfortunate since models are intended to serve as "guides" for counseling processes.

Even more unfortunate, however, are the obviously widely varying interpretations as to what

constitutes a "model." In fact, some of the leisure counseling models are little more than

descriptions of a few possible techniques.

The Milwaukee Leisure Counseling Model (EJ 127 390; 166 853) is the one perhaps most

frequently cited in leisure counseling literature. This model is an outgrowth of the Avocational

Counseling in Milwaukee project (ED 132 774). The articles describing it are vague at best.

They note that counselor skill, expertise, and warmth are key components and that the model

uses three leisure interest inventories. Somewhat more clarificatioi is provided in the project

report (ED 132 774), but specific guidelines still are not evident. In general, the articles

(EJ 127 390; 166 853) on this model provide little in the way of useful and generalizable infor-

mation for leisure counselors.

A model with similar limitations has been presented by Overs (tJ 016 909), which is simply

a description of the development and potential uses of a lc,isure interest inventory and a

leisure activities file. Implicit in the description is an emphasis on the provision of

information, which reflects more of an educational than a counseling perspective.

The concepts and instruments described in the two models cited above are surmarized in

vet another publication in this literature search (ED 105 341). Although this leisure counseling
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kit is not presented explicitly as a model, its effective use is (theoretically) based on

familiarity with the Milwaukee model. Accordingly, it has the same limitations.

Lest tne impression be given that no effective leisure counseling models exist, it may

be noted that McDowell (1976) presents one which is both substantive and functionally useful.

His model is too comprehensive to be described in its entirety here. In brief, however,

it provides discussions of potential orientations, theoretical concerns, techniques, and

resources (EJ 166 854), and is a model which could be very useful to professionals interested

in conducting leisure counseling.

In addition to models focusing specifically on leisure counseling, there are several other

counseling models which contain a leisure component. For example, Super (Ed 118 970) speaks to

the importance of leisure in effective career adjustment and describes how leisure factors might

be considered in the career counseling process. Similar leisure components may be found in the

La Guardia Community College Career Education model (ED 167 735), the Life Career Development

Model (ED 114 503), the Kansas Model for Career Education (ED 095 464), the California Career

Guidance Curriculum (ED 075 672), Project Plan (ED 035 907), and the Guide for Counseling

Girls and Women (ED 018 558).

The most frequently cited leisure counseling program is the project on Avocational Counsel-

ing in Milwaukee (ED 132 774), a program designed to help handicapped persons who have been

identified through social services agencies. The program eventually served 122 people during

its initial eight-month period, over 90% of whom reported being very satisfied with the results

10
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of their participation. The program has been continued by the Milwaukee school system.

A similar program has been developed under the auspices of George Washington University

for handicapped persons in the Washington, D.C. area (EJ 149 994). This program, however,

de-emphasizes counseling and gives greater emphasis to research about the interrelationships

of leisure and other life factors.

The majority of leisure counseling activities of a programmatic nature are also com-

ponents of larger scale programs. For example, the (Honolulu) Hawaii State Senior Center

provides a comprehensive program of services for older persons (ED 069 275) and emphasizes

both leisure activities and leisure counseling. It may be noted that this is an example

of the recreation specialist approach to leisure counseling described earlier.

A highly innovative program designed to prevent juvenile delinquency, primarily through

effective leisure counseling, was conducted by the San Jose, California, Police Youth Protection

Unit in conjunction with the American Institutes for Research (ED 045 528). This program is

noteworthy not only because of its unique approach to juvenile delinquency prevention but also

because it was a large-scale counseling project that emphasized the developmental approach in

leisure counseling. Also utilizing a developmental approach was a program entitled Operation

Pebble (ED 020 839). Here leisure counseling was used as a technique to help economkally and

educationally deprived children become more aware of the world around them and their potential-

ities in it. The program was unique in that developmental leisure counseling used primarily

as an educational technique.

Varied Target
Audiencee
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The Hartford State Jail Project (ED 019 589) attempted to use leisure counseling as a

therapeutic technique for facilitating inmate adjustment. The project was favorably evaluated

by the inmates and most of the prison personnel. This program exemplified how leisure counseling

may be effective even in severely restricted circumstances.

Approaches to leisure counseling are almost as varied as approaches to other specific types

of counseling (e.g., vocational, personul, foelial). In fact, most leisure counseling approaches

are adaptations of approaches that have beel developed for other purposes. Primarily because of

their relatively short histories, however, leisure cOunseling approaches are not nearly as completely

developed as other approaches.

McDowell (EJ 166 854) presents a conceptual framework for approaches to leisure counseling.

He describes four leisure counseling orientations: (1) leisure-related behavior problems (a focus

on therapeutic potentialities); (2) leisure lifestyle awareness (a focus on education and prevention);

(3) leisure resource guidance (a focus on activity exploration); and (4) leisure skills development

(a focus on leisure integrative skills). The author suggests that these categories are helpful

for integrating leisure counseling theory and practice since they offer different potential focal

points for different counseling purposes. More important, they support the stance that any

leisure counseling approach must be tied to some theoretical base. This point seems especially

noteworthy in light of the previous discussion of leisure counseling models.

The "trait-and-factor" counseling orientation is evident in several recommended approaches

to leisure counseling, an orientation which of course relies heavily on the use of assessment
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instruments. In the leisure counseling context this approach is most strongly advocated by

Overs (EJ 016 909; 127 389) and others who were associited with the Milwaukee Avocational

Counseling project (EJ 127 390; 166 853). These researchers rely primarily on the use of

leisure interest inventories. Others, su:h as Hartlage (EJ 166 850), suggest that a variety

of assessment instruments, particularly those assessing personality, may be appropriate for

leisure counseling.

The terms "leisure education" and "leisure counseling" have been useo interchangeably by

some professionals. Consequently, some approaches which are primarily educational in nature

have been presented as counseling approaches. Typical in this regard is the "retirement

education" approach described by Weiss (EJ 141 940). Others, such as Peterson and Gunn

(EJ 166 844), view leisure counseling as a component of leisure education, thus making at least

a conceptual distinction.

Another very common approach is to treat leisure counseling as if it were eitoer synonomous

with, or an integral part of, vocational counseling. Such an approach obviously reflects a work-

related definition of leisure. Numerous authors recommend this integration of vocational and

1,?isure counseling (ED 075 672; 095 464; 114 503; 122 054; 130 161; 141 687; 149 176; 160 174;

EJ 066 046; 106 696; 135 703; 160 275). While pragmatically there seem to be functional benefits

to an integrated approach, unfortunately leisure often is treated as "work's poor relation" in

the implementation of such an approach--a point that has been emphatically presented by at least

one author (ED 105 315).

13
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A variety of other, much more specific, approaches has also been presented. For example,

Gunn (EJ 166 846) describes systems approach to leisure counseling which includes assessment,

goal determination, program planning and implemontation, evaluation, and post-programming

(follow up). McLellan (EJ 166 845) describes an approach grounded in values clarification

techniques which strives to help clients understand the personal values of leisure. Ryan

(EJ 150 295) presents a unique perspective which blends assertiveness training and leisure

counseling into a single app^oach.

These representative examples tend to imply that leisure counseling is highly flexible and

adaptable. To a certain extent this is probably true. However, the lack of substantive models

and programs serves as a caution against assuming that all is right with leisure counseling. It

seems appropriate therefore to scrutinize carefully the state-of-the-art of leisure counseling.

The Current Status of Leisure Counseling

Leisure counseling may be characterized as being in its adolescence. Like an adolescent,

it has outgrown its .2ar1y, highly tentative beginnings but has not yet reached full maturity.

It has grown to what will probably be its ultimate physical form but has not solidified its

conceptual systems. It seeks input but does not always respond to what it receives. In short,

leisure counseling is immersed in an identity crisis: Its beginnings are established, but it

needs the wisdom of experience and time. Moreover, this statement applies not only to leisure

counseling in general but also to each of its many facets.
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Perhaps the greatest current shortcoming of leisure counseling is its lack of a substantive

theoretical base. Neulinger (EJ 166 843) deplores this situation and pleads for the development

of an effective theoretical rationale for the conduct of leisure counseling. Other authors, such

as Shank and Kennedy (EJ 150 274) and Brender (ED 105 315), follow the logical extension of

Neulinger's concern by pointing out the often obvious incongruence among leisure counseling goals,

objectives, and techniques. Such incongruence is a direct result of the use of a wide variety of

techniques without attempts to tie them together through a specific underlying theory. Leisur,

counseling is thus often a hodgepodge of techniques rather than a systematic counseling process.

A problem directly related to the lack of substantive theories is the tendency to view leisure

counseling as a ve-y simplistic endeavor. This tendency is typically manifested through the use of

a few basic approaches regardless of the client's particular needs or situation. Neulinger

(EJ 166 843) summarizes the difficulty succinctly:

At the threshold of a new discipline of leisure counseling,
it's tonpting to O.Ivelop quick programs, easy solutions,
and "workable" techniques. A simple system would be
ideal, but the nature of the problem is not likely to
make such a solution possible, nor even desirable. Leisure
counseling calls for a multiplicity of approaches. (p. 27)

The author goes on to suggest that leisure counseling will gain credibility only when its complexity

is functionally comprehended by leisure counselors.

The current status of leisure counseling assessment instrumentation is also an area of signifi-

cant concern. Several major reasons underly this concern. For example, the number of available
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leisure counseling assessment instruments is extremely small. The majority of these instruments

focus on the assessment of leisure interests, though others measure leisure attitudes, patterns,

values, and satisfaction. However, fewer than ten leisure interest assessment instruments are

conmonly mentioned in the professional literature, and two of those are no longer available. In

addition, only une leisure assessment instrument is published by a major publishing company; the

others typically are available only from their respective authors. In sum, even the few available

assessment instruments directly relevant to leisure counseling are hard to obtain.

Another and even more important concern about leisure counseling assessment instruments is their

general lack of quality. This deficiency is of course due in part to lack of a sound theoretical

base. More important, however, the instruments simply have not been sufficiently developed to

merit their current level of use. The APA standards for psychological tests require that validity

and reliability be rigorously established, that normative data reflect sizable and representative

samples, and that a substantive research base support instruments that are to be used for decision-

making (e.g., counseling) purposes. Only one of the currently available leisure assessment

instruments approximates these standards (Walshe, 1977). The situation is dramatically pointed up

by McDowell (citei in Walshe, 1977) who notes that not a single leisure (counseling) assessment

instrument is included in Buros' Mental Measurements Yearbook or in any other publication with a

similar purpose.

Shank and Kennedy (Cd 150 274) identify yet another concern when they note that there are

no guidelines (i.e., ethical standards) for the provision of leisure counseling services. Relatedly,

Counse1inq
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several authors (ED 105 315; EJ 166 847; 166 848; 179 029) have asserted that there are no

guidelines for the preparation and training of leisure counselors. The unfortunate result

is that literally anyone, regardless of whether the individual has had any preparation in coun-

seling, can do leisure counseling. This state of affairs is of course directly antithetical to

the goals and purposes of professional organizations such as APGA or APA.

Another major shortcoming in leisure counseling is lack Of significant research. It would

probably be more correct to say lack of research--period. Research on the nature of the leisure

counseling process is nonexistent. Research on the effectiveness of leisure counseling is almost

nonexistent. The only noteworthy effort in this regard was the Milwaukee Avocational Counseling

project (E0 132 774), and it was methodologically limited at best, primarily because of the

assessment instruments used. The research which is used to "support" leisure counseling deals

primarily with leisure, not leisure counseling. Moreover, most of it is sociological in nature

and therefore must be interpreted subjectively in order to obtain psychological inferences. It

is also significant to note that what little research has been done on leisure counseling does not

appear in publications that are likely to be read by professionals who identify themselves

primarily as counselors.

The picture for leisure counseling is not really as bleak as it may seem, however, and it

does have significant "positive" aspects. For example, a considerable number of resources is

available for use by leisure counselors. most of these are in the form of information about

1 7
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various leisure activities and as such are similar to sources of occupational information.

Information aboul leisure in general and leisure "theory" and research in particular is also

readily available, primarily through publications such as the Journal of Leisure Resparch,

Leisure Information Newsletter, Journal of Leisureabiljty, and the Journal of Physical Education

and Recreation. Publication of books devoted to various aspects of leisure is increasing rapidly

and information specifically about leisure counseling also is becoming more readily available.

The Counseling Psychologist, Vol. 9, No. 1, will be devoted exclusively to leisure counseling.

Other professional counseling journals are also including more and more articles related to

leisure counseling. Finally, books devoted exclusively to leisure counseling ere being pub-

lished in ever increasing numbers. Thus, even though professionals interested in leisure

counseling may have to do a little searchinr3, they will be able to find a substantial amount

of resource information.

The different types of people who have been recipients of leisure counseling is another

positive aspect of the leisure counseling situation. The group which currently has received

the most attention in this regard is older persons, particularly those in the so-called retire-

ment period. The need for such programs as well as suggestions for program elements, formats,

approaches, and techniques are well documented in the professional literature (ED 019 564;

069 275; 109 588; 132 798; 150 911; EJ 141 940; 146 218; 166 851; 166 852). Older persons

have literally been the "field test" participants for most of the primary leisure counseling

techniques in use today. They have served the counseling profession well in this regard for
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Several reasons. First, leisure is important to them because of the considerable amount of

time they have available. Next, many of them are more able to experiment with their lives and

lifestyles than are younger persons who are restrirLed by the responsibilities of earlier

adult developmental life stages. Finally, older adults are often more accessible as clients

because of their life situations and are more willing to avail themselves of leisure counseling

than are younger persoas. Thus, older persons have made highly significant contributions to

the development and evolution of leisure counseling.

A second group of people who have frequently received leisure counseling is correctional

institution inmates. Two of these efforts are documentJd in this search (ED 019 589; 053 332).

Leisure counseling activities with incarcerated individuals are intended to be therapeutic

(i.e., rehabilitative) in nature and focus on the periods both during incarceration and after-

ward (EJ 163 198). Leisure counseling with incarcerated individuals is particularly useful

because it has the potential for being a nonthreatening wethod for facilitating future adjust-

ment in society (EJ 163 198).

Handicapped and/or disabled persons are yet another group who have received leisure

counseling with a therapeutic orientation. The need for and desirability of leisure

counseling with handicapped persons have been effectively and comprehensively summarized by

Verhoven and Goldstein (ED 123 867). Leisure counseling has been used as ther .)y for persons

with a variety of handicaps such as deafness (ED 133 981), blindness (ED 133 981), visual

impairment (ED 017 106), and physical (movement) disabilities (ED 132 774), The therapeutic
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goals in leisure counseling with handicapped persons typically include environmental adjust-

ment and, in some cases, lessening of the handicap's severity (EJ 149 994).

A wide variety of other client populations has also received leisure counseling, though

to a considerably lesser degree. Some of these client populations include adults (ED 018 750),

underprivileged children (ED 020 839), high school students (ED 162 099; 164 154), and community

college students (ED 167 735). These programs are all nontherapeutic in nature and focus instead

on facilitating leisure satisfaction.

Although leisure counseling has been provided for several different client populations

and-approached from several perspectives, it has not even come close to fulfilling its potential

as a specialty in the counseling profession. In order for this potential to be realized fully,

there will have to be significant movements within the counseling profession itself.

Implications for the Counseling Profession

The need and potential for leisure counseling have beeo addressed, directly or indirect1y,

in more than three-fourths of the entries in this search. Clearly leisure counseling could

become a major professional counseling specialty. But what would it take to make it so?

One thing it clear: More substantive theoretical bases specifically applicable to leisure

counseling must be developed. To be sure, beginnings have been made. But t'-se beginnings

consist primarily of adaptations of other theories (e.g., vocational), and as such, will never

allow leisure counseling the independence it needs to achieve its potential as a functional
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specialty (EJ 166 843; 166 854). Further, it is essential that thedry support both develop-

mental and remedial approaches (EJ 166 843). It goes without saying that sound theory would
/'

in turn allow for experimentation and improvement in leisure counseling techniques.'

Second, there is a critical need fur more and better research on leisure counseling.

Initial efforts in this regard have been both promising and encouraging (e.g., ED 132 774).

However, to continue to offer leisure counseling on the basis of such limited research is to

do a serious disservico to clients. Research should focus on three primary areas: (1) the

nature of leisure, (2) the leisure counseling process, and (3) the outcomes of leisure counseling

activities. Substantive research in these three areas would greatly facilitate and cxpedite the

development of effective leisure counseling practices (ED 123 867).

Significant improvements in the training and professional preparation of leisure counselors

are crucial to its becoming a viable Counseling specialty (EJ 127 385). This training sh6u1d be

grounded in basic counselor education but should also incorporate the unique aspects of

leisure and leisure counseling. Thus, it is essential to utilize an interdisciplinary approach

(EJ 166 847; 166 848) that covers topics such as the psychology and sociology of leisure,

principles of recreation, vocational development, developmental psychology, and research (ED 012 054;

012 079; 019 564; 105 315; 130 161; 149 176; EJ 127 385; 150 274; 16 .4/; 166 848). Moreover,

such training should also incorporate supervised ex0eriences such as practica and internships

(EJ 166 849). Finally, although some leisure counseling preparation resources exist (e.g., ED 012 079;

017 106; 018 558; 019 564; 067 865; 105 315; 135 199; 140 190; 140 196; 145 171; 160 174; 163 387;
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EJ 056 032; 166 847; 166 848), most include leisure as a small component in a much more com-

prehensive program. What is needed are training resources specifically applicable to the

preparation of leisure counselors.

Most of tne implications for the counseling profes.,ion concern the actual practice of

leisure counseling. Primary among these is the need to increase the diversity and numbers Proader
Clientof the recipients of such assistance. As noted earlier, curent leisure counseling activities Populations

have focused most often on older and/or handicapped persons, efforts that should of course'

continue. Howevcr, the literature stresses strongly the need for extending leisure counseling

to other populations such as families (EJ 175 350), perFons at midlife (EJ 160 275), high school

students (ED 164 154), gifted students (ED 163 387), military personnel (ED 026 607), adults

(ED 023 950; 160 174), and girls and women (ED 018 558; 098 437; 122 054; EJ 066 046). Con-

spicuously absent from the list of potential leisure counseling clients are children and youth.

This is a serious omission which may be corrected soon as leisure counseling gains in status

and substance.

Leisure counseling will also be improved significantly when better assessment instruments

are developed (Walshe, 1977), g,eater emphasis is given to the developmental aspect of leisure Pet tor

Assessmpnt
counseling (EJ 166 844), and leisure counseling resources expand and become more readily avail- Instruments

Neededable (EJ 16o 849). The public needs to be educated about the value of leisure in people's

lives (EJ 127 389) and the ways leisure counseling can be helpful to them. Finally, there is

a need for attitude change among counseling professionals so that leisure counseling receives
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the professional attention it needs and deserves.

In conclusion, leisure counseling is here and, hopefully, here to stay. It has the potential

to be an exciting and valuable new specialty within the counseling profession. If this potential

can be achieved, and that does not appear to be a particularly difficult task, the counseling

profession will have developed and will be able to provide yet another valuable service for needful

clients. Helping people is what counseling is all about, and leisure counseling is one more way of

doing just that.
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Rehabilitation Research and Practice Review, 2, 2, 17-24

ape 71
DeSCriptors! *Adjustment (To Environment)/ *Counselor Role/

Hobbies/ Leisure Time/ Middle Aged/ ()Aden Adults/
*Rehabilitation Counseling/ Research Reviews (Publications)/
Retirement/ *Vocational Rehabilitation

EJ056032 V1503507
Abstracts--Citations
Occupational Mental Health, 2, 1, 17-40 Spr 72
Provide:3 Absteacta nncl ci tntione of Pluenal ortie104 Ant$

reports dealing ith aspects of mental health. Topics include
absenteeism, alcoholism, drug abuse, leisure, dtsadvantaged,
job satisfaction, and other's. (SB)
Descriptors: *Abstracts/ Alcoholism/ *Annotated

Bibliographies/ Disadvantaged Groups/. Drug Abuse/ *Mental
Health/ Occupational Guidance/ Psychopathology/ Vocational
Counseling

Ej016909 RC500117
A model for Avocational Counseling
Overs, Robert P.
J Health Phys Educ Recreation, 41, 2, 36-8 70 Feb
Describes the development of 2 technical instruments for

implementing avocational choices: the Avocational Activities
Inventory and the Avocational Activities File. (AN)
Descriptors: *Activities/ Adults/ *Counseling/ Interests/

*Leisure Time/ Models/ *Occupations/ Recreation/ Students/
*Vocational Counseling

6 2
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FORMAT OF
RESOURCV IN EDUCATION (RIE)

Clearinghouse Accession Number-.

ERIC Document Number (ED#)
CSOOGG03

EmemPlary Career Resource Center for Grades G Through 9 in
Title of Document Pennsylvania.

Pcmna Valley Aron School Distr ict, Spring Mills, Pa.:

Sponsoring Agency (Organizatlon.. -- Pennsylvania Research Coordinating Unit for. Vocational-----
Education. Harrisburg.; Pennsylvania State Dept. of Education,

responsible for the report) Eaphisburg.
Publ. Date; 30 %Jun 74 'Note: 27p.
torn Price MF
Descriptors: 'Career Education/ Educational Programs/

-SO.D3 HC-$2.GG Plus PostagoDate Published

'Elementary Secondary Education/ Information Dissemination/EDRS Price * Paraprofessional Personnel/ Program Descriptions/ 'Program
Planning/ 'Program Proposals/ 'Resource Centers.

Descriptors (words which tall the Following a discussion of the nocd for the service the
document presents a proposal for tho establishment of a career .c9ntents of the document) resource center In order to properly utilize and disseminate
career information to students In Grades G-9 In selected

Abstract of Dodument Pennsylvania schools. The career pc ource center will be
involved. with the following activities: tl) collection.
synthesis, and placement of career information resources
available from commercial .and other sources; and (2)
Institution of an organized system for the dissemination of
career information to students, The individual responsible for
the organization. administration, and implementation of these
services will be the career re:source specialist who Is a
'paraprofessional employed and trained by the local district.
The carcor resource specialist will work cooperatively with the
professional guidance staff ri the school. Other staff members
include the counselor and supporting staff. (communityPrice through ERIC Document volunteers and students). The paraprofessional will also he

Rproduction Service. Order by responsible for. collectinn data fur the evaluation of project
LDI!. Sec order information on objectives. Necessary information for the planning of the

back page. "MF"-microfiche, career, resource center includes suggestions for the budget and
costs and amount of particular equipment and materials. A

"HC"-hard copy. When "not bibliography is included. (Author/EC)
available from EDRS," other
sources are listed.

6 3 6 4
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E0I07735, CE01,1203
LaGuardia Community Cnilege: A Model for a CoMprehensive

Career Educational Am)roach to Higher Learning, Evaluation
Repuel. (Volume III of Final Report).
'CI Guardia Community Cull., Long Island City, N.Y. .

Sop 77 . 112p.; Not available In hard copy due to light
print; For related documents see CE.019 232, ED 132 204, and
ED 1:10 700
Sponsoving Agency: 'Office of Career Education (OHEW/OE).

Washi'ngtun,
Contract No.: 300-7G-0329
EDI* erice MfOt PIet Postage. PC Not Available from EDDS.
lunguav: English
Geographic Source: U.S./ New York
LaGuaeuia Community College (New York)

, with supPoet fetus
conteact with the U.S. Office of Careee Education, has
developed and assessed a career education model for two-year
colleues. From July 1, 1970, through September 30, 1'177.
LaGuardia designed, or refined, and pilot-tested career
edui.ational components that included a Career renounce center,
work exooriences. career education infusion into curricula.
cor.p" simulation activities. and career advisement. Following
are sone of tho findleos dazed on the evaluation surveys: (1)stulnt ratings of the career resource center, carve,'advient. and career simulation were consistently Positive:
(2) stud,rnt, enrolled in a redesigned Data Processing
Introductory course and work experience sequence viewed the
infor,ion attempt as a successful one, however time limitations
impic.od un the careee oducation-infuSed Philosophy Course made
that experience less Positive in the students' ratings: (3)
the work internship Program was positiv,,ly judged by both
interns aed emeloyees; and (4) the effective reality test in
the wurkplaco of the classroom-taught skills and concepts was
seen as a ',rime ootceme of LaGuardia's career education
progran, twelve recommendations concerning implementation of
carrel, education were also presented, based on the pilot-test
data. (A companion document, CE 019 282 contains a detailed
desription of tho project objectives and activities.) (13..1)

Dvscriptors: *Career Education/ Career Exploration/Community Colleges/ *Cooperative Education/ Demography/
Employer Attitudes/ Fgsed Curriculum/ Internship Programs/
Leisure Time/ Participant Satisfaction/ Postsecondary
Education/ Prograill Effectiveness/ Program Evaluation/
1.14enurce CenterS/ Simulation/ Vocational Counseling

identifiers: Educational Amendments 1974

ED1j:4154 PC010764
PI ;h School Guidance.
Bureau of Indian Affairs (Dept.

Ariz.
73 127p.
EDRS Price MF-S0.83 HC-$7.35 Plus fcsstage.
Languago: English
Geogeophic Source! U.S./ Arizona

of Interior), Window Rock,

65

31

0

Govevnment: Federal
Intended for Use by guidance staff members working with

Navajo high school students attending reservation schools,
this guideline focuses in ortlIne form on Student goals and
objectives, implementation and administration, and references
aod resources. $ tudents, parents, school board mewbers, and
staff memberS were involved in development of the guidance
coericulum. Under student goals, the curriculum guide offers
objectives for 12 goals, along with cuericulum activities and
adult involvement which will help Students meet goals. Goals
are identified for the topics of the dignity of individuals,
leisure time, assuming respons:bility, decision making, Navajo
culture, multicultsral adjustment, vaiue systsils. health,
careers, adjustment to change, Civic responsibility, and
academic.: 001401culUm. Tho segtlun oo implementation and
administration covers communication and coordination among
staff and supervisor.), 'Peesonnel, homeliving (dormitory
administration and . operation, homeliving staff
responsibilities for .ohys.ical, Social, and personal
development or students, parent and community support for
school programs, recreatioo activities), counseling (counselor
techniques, in(evview6, teacher/counselor cooperation), and
student activities (community, . eecrentional. student
government, leadership, student enterprise, student bank,ing,,
field teips). The final section contains references,
resources, and samples of various-forms. (RS)
Descriptors! American Indians/ Boarding Schools/ Career

Choice/ Community Inyolvement/ Cultural Backgroued/ Decision
Making/ Ethics/ Family Life Education/ *Guidance Counseling/
Guidance Objectives/ Guidance Personnel/ *Guides/ *High
School Students/ Human Dignity/ Individual Development/
Leadershils/ multicultural Education/ Navajo/ Problem Solving/
*Reservations (Indian )/ Secondary Educat.on/ Self Concept

Identifiers: *American Indian Education/ *Navajo (tribe)
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E0103361 C0013161 .

Searchlight. Relevant Resources In High Interest Areas.
Counseling thy Exceptinnalt Handicapped and Gifted.

Poitchett. Beverly; Baker, Adoinn J. .

EltIC Clearinghouse on Counseling and Personnel ServiceS,,Ann
Arbui+, Mich.

70 10110.

Soonsoring Agency: National Inst. of Education (DIIEW),
Washington, D.C.
Grant No,t 400-70-9005
Available from: IRIC/CAPS, 2100 School of Education, The

University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, MI., 49109, $2.00
UNIS Price Mr-$0.03 HC-$11.01 Plus Postage.
lanquagel English
Geographic Source: U.S./ Michigan
This annotated bibliography Is derived from the ERIC System

arid includes citation,, on the "exceptional - a wide Pang('
rwuple capable of benefiting from special programs. Current

trends (data search from November I98G through May 1976) are
exan ned, tog.,ther with five main 'mplications for counselors:

the need to establish a relationship witn the family of
the exceptional person: (2) Judicious uSe of tents and
evalimtions: (3) the development of skills in teacher
ronqpitation techniques: (4) the development of skills in
helping handicapped and non-handicipPed students relate toeach ther; nd (5) maintenance of an awareness of current
research findings. the literature cited addresses all aspects
of the life and well-being of the exceptional person, from
schnolinq and employment to leisure activities and community
involvemrnt. (Author/LP)
Descriptors: Annotated Bibliographies/

#Exceptional Persons/ Family Counseling/
*Counselcng/

*Gifted/
oriaedicapned

EDIC:1099 08 CE018214
Develop.n..ntal Career Guidance Project. Pima County. Ari:ona.
MLUain. L.; McKriy. Joyce
American institutes for Research in the Behavioral Sciences.

Palo Alto, Calif.
30 Jun 70 52p.: For related doc.,ments see CE 010 212-223

and CE 010 073
Sllonsopiro Agency: Office of Career Education (DHEW/OE).

WA"intittm. D.C.; Offitr of Education (DHEW), Washington, D.C.
()Mut-. of Planning, a,,odieting. and Evaluation.
Rport No.: A111-66700-6/713-TR2(2)
Contract No.: 300-77-0303
Ems PrIco mr-$0,43 HC-$3.5n Plus Postage.
Laneuane: English
CrogrphiC Source: U.S.
This descl,intion of career education activities In Pima

County, Aeitoem, was prepared as part of a study conducted to
identify evaluated. exemplary career education activities
which represent the best of the current career education
prowans and practices referred to in Public Law 93-300. (Sec67

CE gle 212 for the final report of this study.) Thia document
describes one of the ten projects that were selected from
among 250 projects submitted. It presents one locale's way of
successfully implementing a career education activity. the
results of which are educationally significant. Each of the
ten projects nee reported In a similar format, including the
following descriptions% project oveeview; prunram development;
materials and activities: parent and Community involveentl
staffing And management: Costs; evidence of effectiveness: and
conclusions. In this report of the Pima County project, the
ultimate gonl is stated as follows! to help all students in
the county grow in the areas of self nwareness, educational
nwareness, career awareness, economic awareness, decision
milking, beginning competency, employability skills, and
appreciations and ett.itudes. The primany sunjeCt4 One
identified OS Pima County's 90.00v students in vadeS K-I2,
and the evaluation design is described as a posttest-only
design using comparable groups of treatment anti control
students in grades 47IP, (UM)
Desceiptors! American Indians/ Career Awnreness/ career

Development/ Career Education/ Community Involvement/
Consumer Economics/ Decision Making/ Demonstration Projects/
Educational Counseling/ Educational Objectives/ Elementary
Secondary Education/ Evaluation Criteria/ Evaluation Methods/
Faculty Development/ Job Skills/ Leisure time/ Mexican
Americans/ Parent Participation/ Program Administeation/
Program Descriptions/ 'Program Development/ Program
Effectiveness/ Program Eveluation/ Resource Materials/ Self
Concept/ Student Attitudes/ Vocational Counseling/ Work
Attitudes

Identifiers: Arizona (Pima County)/ Education Amendments
1974
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ED1GD174 JC7a0541
Counseling for Second Careers.

. Wilcox, Paula
3 du! 78 140.
E1,113 Peice mf-:0.83 HC-S1.67 Plus Postage.
Larguage! LNILISH
Geographic Source! U.S./ Arizona
This literature review focuseS on the role of the community

college in meeting the needs of adults seeking assistance in
mid-life Career. dhaeges. Factoes such ns longer life spans,
better health, increased leisure time, and greater emphasis
UPOn the quality of 1110 increase the need tor mid-liFe

counselingvocational counseling, programs,tel
widow/widowers counseling, and pre-retirement workshops, as
well as, the need for availability of lifelong educational
onPortunities. Family, jeb, and societal pressures can be seen
to interact and nroduee four career patterns: routine (absence
of career change), self-determieed (career ehaege because of
dvsive rathee than eecessity), sitoationally determined
(change beouget about by outside pressures), end self-directed
nceummodstioe (change influenced by enviroementa1 preseures
but r.hce,ed by individual choice). An assessment of the caveer
Patter. invulved is one of the first steps in finding a second
carver, and one in which community college counseling proueams
should play a Part. The effective accomplishment of the
edutational and counseling goals of a college requires the
prevision of services that meet the special needs n.id
abilities of adult studentS, the organization of services into
a Pattern that is compatible with the character of the
college. and the administration of services in ways that are
mutually supportive. (A bibliography is included.) (MR)

.

Descriptors: *Adult Coueseling/ Adult Learning/ *Adult
Stuklents/ Age Differences/ *Career Change/ Career Choice/
College Role/ Community Colleges/ *Junior Colleges/ Literature
Reviews/ Occupational Mobility/ *Social Influeeces/
Socioeconomi c Influence5/ Student Personnel Services

ED150911 IA00,1040
Retirement Preparation in Higher Education. A Study of

Counseling and Information Programs.
M11 ian:1;41y,, dames M.

. Teachers In5urance and Annuity Association. New York, N.Y.
711 970.
Stioncerioy Agency: Lilly Endomment. Inc., Indianapolis, Ind.
Ayaiiaule from: Teachers Insurance and Annuity Association.

730 Third Avenue. New York, NY 100:7 (52.00)
ORS Price MF-SO.83 HC-$4.67 Plus. Postage.
A study was undertaken of the retirement preparation

practices and programs in higher eudCatlOn institutions in the
united satel;, more than 2.200 colleges end universities
particioated. Only 4 Percent (90) had a formai program to help
employees Drepare for retirement, and these institutions were '
mostly four-yeae. public, and large. Two-thirds of the
programs have boen tnemeation leSS than five years, and in

COU

71 cases, responsibility was with the personnel office.
Formats InCluded one-to-one counseling, PPOUP sessions,
lectures, and discussions. Program topics included the
institution's retirement benefits, other financial matters,
health Wire, legal affairs, housing, and leisure time. Program
followup WO5 Used at only 23 institutions, tvid forwal Program
evaluation at 43. On-site examinntionS of the programs at fiye
universities (Brigham YounO. Univeraity of Connecticut, Duke,
University of Michigan, and Purdue) are reported in detail.
(MSE)
Descriptorst Case Studies/ College FaCulty/ *Counseling

Programs/ Employer Employee Relationship/ Financial Needs/
Followup Studies/ Fringe Benefits/ Health Needs/ Higher
Education/ Housing/ Legal Problems/ Leisure Time/ Medical
Services/ National Surveys/ Personnel Management/ Program
Evaluation/ *Teacher Retirement/ Universities

Identifiers; Brigham Young University UT/ Duke University NC
/ Purdue University IN/ *University of Connecticut/ University
of Michigan
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DIALOG Filet: ERIC 88-70/NOV (Item

ED149178 08 CE014885
Poograms of Career

. Follow-Up and Follow-
Information Series No.
Drier, Harry N,
Americ'nn Vocational An

Div.; Ohio State Univ..
ttkwation..

7-1 5Ip.
Suensoring Agency: No

Wanninoton, D.C.
Contract No.! 400-70-0122

40 of 81) User 1210 1801)80

Guidance, Counseling, .PlaCement.
Through. A Futures Perspective.
07.

sociation, Washington, D.C. Guidance
Columbus. ERIC Clearinghout.0 on Carper

tional Inst. of Education (DIIEW),

Available from: NAtional Center for'Research in Vocational
Education Putilicationt;. Ohio State, UniverSity, 1900
Road, columuuq, Ohio 43210 (IN 107, $3.00, Quantity and series
disinunts available)

EONS Price MF-$0.03 14C-$3.50 Plus Postage,
A develoouentcarrer content model for organizing,

developing. and implementing future career guio.inee programs
is prosvnted in thi,. information analySiS paper intended for
Ouldance counselors and directors. program planners,
vocational edurntors. The model addresSes such issues as sell";C,1

economic, societal, le)!iure and avocational, and attitude and
value understandings necessary for life-role decisionmaking
whikh rowits in life-role planning. securing, and maintenance
over tho Ilfe soon. Critical features OF planning necessary tooure that local career guidance program, Are in fact
dfssigned, developed, tested, and delivered to meet Specific
career deveionment nendS of the people they are to servr are
dlr.:kissed in the area of each process step 'including the
following! planning (initial planning, local data-hosed
Oinnning, planning for local career guidance and counseling.
activity tryout and in to.l ementation test). career development .

rescurCeS
neeal ;17.t.erir.mont (Individual and group). fop
guitiflm:f,,,.gual,; and objectives. new career guidance practices
(h011.-contered guidance. subject and nonsubject-matter-Ua!;ed
uuldanc,, and counseling. and community centered guidance).
placement (ial,or exchange models. client-centered moOolS.
clii.nt-.10vocate model:). tollow-throUgh, evaluation, community
relition.. ono involvervnt. staff development. and attitudes
toward guldiw.r, A .amimary of recommendation; for career
quitiance prootom. future change. and brivF projections on
Coun,lolor rein in the noor future are included. (TA)
D-,eriptorn: Career Planning/ Change StratecOes/ CommunityInv.Ovewht/ Goo)S/ COun,:elOr Role/ Count.elor

'training/ Umolovent Services/ *Futures (of Society)/ Guidance
Proqraus/ .1%lodels/ Needs Avisessment/ *Occupational Guidance/

Cevelutm lent/ Program Evaluation/ Program Planning/
-0/0.:ational Development/ Vocational Education/ Vocational
Followuo

E0145171 CE012B50
Kansas Administrators and Teachers Curriculum Plans for

Secendany CaPaer Education InfuSion.

71

34

Elorhani, flahlm, Com. And OthePS
Hutchinson Community Junior Coll., Kans.
77 0390.
Sponsoeing Agency: Kansas State Dept. of Education, Topeka.
(ORS Price Mf-$1.50 11C-144.87 Plus Postage.
lhe ca.reer edUcation infusion plans Compiled in this

doctimynt were developed by Kansas counselors, teachers, and
administrators in a secondary career educatiun workshoo, the
following curriculum areas are included: administration,
Counseling, English and foreign languogns, fine nrts, library
and media servicrs, industrial arts. vocational education and
business. math. physical education and health, science,
special and elementary education, and social science. These
curriculum plans have been arranged in alphabetical order and
divided into eleven sections, Within eaCh Section, three tO
five reports ere included to provide the reader with career
education objectives and student activities. For example,
discussion in the administration sectloh includes a pronosed
shadowing program, nnd several implementation plans submitted
by individual schools: the counseling section contains
discussion of implementing career educn( ion through the
guidance and counseling program, reorganizing career education
for a pilot middle school program, a job hunting lesson guide,
a model career developmept program fop students, and
developing a guide for the counseling cente", student
activities in the curriculum areas are (wronged under the
following categories subject, topic, grade levet, time
reouired, career components (self. work, leisure, resources).
activities, materinl resources, humnn resources, outcomes, and
career objectives for the school staff.) (TA)

Descriptors! career Education/ Career Planning/ Counseling
Programs/ Curriculum/ Curriculum Development/ Curriculum
Guides/ Educational Objectives/ Elementary Grades/ Elementary
School Curriculum/ Fused Curricu lum/ High School Curriculum/
Instructional Materials/ Intermediate Grades/ *Learning
Activities/ Occupational Guidance/ Program Administration/
PPogram Development/ Program Planning/ Resource Materials/
Secondary Education/ Secondary Grades/ Teacher Developed
Materials/ Uni ts of Study/ Vocational Counseling/ Vocational
Education

Identifiers: Kansas
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EI)141067 CG011513
Career Education; An Undeegieding for Career Counseling.
Feingold. S. Norman
7U Sp.
rims Price mr-s1.83 11C-$1.67 PRA' Postage.
This panel outline the necessity for cnreer counseling and

Caever education which attempts to relate school to the
community. to the world of work, and to leiSure-time activity
from the raeliest geodes through the retirement years.
lynrning is designed to occur in the total community rather
than meeoly inside traditional schools. The paper examines the
vole of the (Alp-anion/Media Center in Career counseling, and
eleo details curriculum trends and developments In career
education ond career counseling, InciudIng Innovative programs
in the United States. (Authov/YRJ)
Deueriptoes: Career Education/ *Career Plannl-ng/

*Cootinoous learning/ *Job Skills/ Job Training/ *Occupational
Guidance/ Program Descriptions/ School Community Relationship/
State of the Art Reviews/ *Vocational Counseling/ Work
ExppriencP

0140190 CG011803
Imaging Touristic Career Guidance Goals..
Miller, Juliet V.; ond Others
American Institutes (or Reseaech in the Behavioral Sciences,

Pale Alto. Calif.; Hatioeal Consortium oe Competency-Based
Staff Develtvment.
Don 76 63p.; For Coordinatoe's Guide, See CG 011 RO2
Soonsoring Agency: Office of Education (DHEW). Washington.

E016 Price MF-$0.t13 Plus .Postage. HC,..t.lot Available from
EDRS.

This module is directed toward guidance personnel in sehool
(k-nduit) and agency settings such aS counselors. teachers.
stUtlynts and administrators. It Is also designed for students
lh prp-serviro education proornmS who are familiar with coreer
dev..lonment theories dad information. The Module assumes that
the o.u-ticioarit is not familiar with the area of futurism. It
provions an orientation to futuristic data, and help in w_ling

omn to deve100 car.,en guidance goals. The Ilkidule
driiiirs short-term, middle-term, and long-term futures. and
pre.ionts a medel of the Future-Conscious Career Planner. It
then ofrers practice in using the model tO Ocrive career
guidanc,_1 developing skills related to future hiiaging,
selk-rtino a preferred personal future. and future adaptinq. It
emOhnsizes future trends data related to work/leisure.
e(tuvntion and life styles. Definitions, objectives. activities
and oyaluatlyry methodn are clearly presented. The Module is
one of a series, and is accompanied by a Coordinator's Guide.
(Autrion/BP)
Descriptors: *Career Education/ Careen Opportunities/ 35

'Counselor Training/ *Futures (of Society)/ Guides/ Lear'ling
Activities/ Learning Modules/ *Occupational Choice/ +Planning/
RO3UldnCO materials/ Trend Analysis/ *Vocational Counseling/
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Workshops

ED140190 C0011797
Helping Students Develop Career Decision-Mliking Skills.

. Stewart, Ellen A.
Amenican Institutes for Resenrch in the Behavioral Sciences.

Palo Alto, Calif.: National Consortium on Competency-Based
Staff Development.

Dee 76 Dep.; For Coordinator's Guide. see CO 011 790
Sponsoring Agency: Office of Education (DHEW), Washington.

D.C.
FURS Price MF-$2.83 Phis Postage. HC Not Avnilable from

tons.
This module is aimed toward those teachers and guidance

personnel in School settings, grades K-12, oe participants in
preseryice training programs, who are interested hi developing
an understending of (1) the importance of teaching students
skiIl iii cnrecr decision making and (2) the types of
activities and resources which can be used-to teach skills in
that area. Upon completion of the module. participants will be
able to outline a rationale for teaching students skills In
the area; modify for use with students in their own setting
one of the activities presented in the module which can be
used to help students develop career deCision-making skills:
and identify three other sourceS of information, mate-inls, or
resources related to the module topic area. The module is
designed as a six-hour workshop. The term "caveer" is broadly
defined, including learning and leisure as well as work
activities. Evaluative activities are included. A separate
Coordinator's Guide is designed to accompany the module.
(Author/BP)
Descriptors: *Career Exploration/ Counselors/ *Decision

Making Skills / Guides/ Learning Modules/ Performance Based
Education/ *Professional Training/ *Staff hnorovement/
Teachers/ *Vocational Counseling/ Workshops
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EDI35199 EC093175
Inservice Training Program for Teachers and Aides of

Deaf-Blind Children, -Summer, 1975, Proceedings.
Franklin, Par bera
California state Dept. of Education, Sacramento.;

Southwestern Region Doof-Ulind Center, Sacramento, Calif.
76 204p.; Proceedings (San Francisco State University. San

rraneisco, Col'ifornia. June 23 - August I, 1975)
Sponsoring, Agency: Bureau of Education for the Handicapped

(DHLW/OE), Washington, D.C. Centers and Services for
Dem-Blind Children.
Ene5 Price MF-$0.03 HC-$11.37 Plus Postage.
Prrsented are notrs taken from i -week insepvice training

projeau for 30 teachees an(1 30 paraprofe:slonuis who work with
dem-blind children. Entries are divided into twOsectionslectures anJ minieourses--and include the following

"Plawt" (V. Rubinson), "Dichotic ListeningResearch
And Aenlir-ltinns" (a. rr:lokiiii), "Curriculum 10eaS and Crwo of
the H.-3ring Aid" (M. Ztiehlsdorff), "Parent Effectiveness" (S.
Meuchka), "Oevelcoment of erelanguage Skill% of Denf-Olind
Chii(lren" (M. Zuehisdorff), "Language, Natuee, and Early
Acgoisition" (J. Elr:.enson), "Structured Natural Approach to

(E. Jack.:on) , "The Ability to Communicate" (G.
Attletweg?d). "Hearing Evaluation in 0 Program for
Hearing-Imnai .ed Infants and Young Children" (O. lnnti), "filoNational Center for Deaf-Blind Youths and Adults" (V.
Sthiller), "Living Skills Center for the Blind" (P. Hatien).
"California Industries ler the Blind. InC." (L. Walker). "The.
Gnorge Miller Jr. tqt.st multipurpose Center" tM. Greeley),
"Mental Health ServIcs for the Deaf" (K. Meadow), "The
Teatner and the hecvorcher" G. Abel), "National Trends and
Priueltie!. in Snecial Education" (P. Burke), "Clo.iing Remarks"

Cokor), "Prevocational Training" (C. Zemalls, et al.),
"Cerehrmi Palsy, Motu!" Uevelopment, Recreation, and leisure
Artiyitien" (M. Brown olid S. Rudder). "Total Communication"
(A. fownr,). "techniques of Coungling" (F. Uew). "Atypical
Oevelonmvnt" (C. Groves), and "Orientation and Nobility for
Blino enild:,en" (B. Wur7eueger and R. RichardS). (SBH)

On.:coiptore.,: Auditory Evaluation/ Child Development/
Coun !%.1.ling/ Curriculum/ peaf Blind/ Educational Trends/
Elem.ntary Secondary Education/ *Inservice Education/ Language
Develeoment/ mental Health/ Motor Development/ Multiply
Handicapped/ *Parapeofessional Personnel/ parent Pole/
Pre..chnol Education/ Prevocational Education/ *Program
neIcriptionl/ Severely HandIcanned/ *Teacher Education/
*Teoching Method!./ Visually Handicapped Mobility

Identifiers: Total Communication (Handicapped)

EDI:1398I ECOR2991
Play, Recreation and Leisure for People Who Are Deaf-Blind.
Nesbitt. Joon A.. Ed.
Iowa Univ., Iowa City. Receeation Education Program,
Aor 75 49p.: Based on papers and preceedings of: National

Institute on Poogram Devlayligpment and Training in Recreation

for Deaf-Blind Children, Youth and Adults (University or Iowa,
Apr.il 29 - May 1, 1974)

Sponsoring Agency! Bureau of Education for the Handicapped
(DHEW/OE), Washington, 0,C.

Report- No,I 7I-4241
Grant No.I 0EG-0-73-G143
EDRS Price MF-$0,03 HC-$2.06 Plus Postage.
Based on position Papers and Proceedings of the National

Institute On Program Development and teaining in Roceention
for Deaf-Blind Children, Youth, and Adults, the document
presents approximately SO brief articles foe use by parents,
teachers, rehabllitation Personnel, and therapeutic recreation
personnel. Sections cover the following topic, (sample article
tOpic3 In parentheses): perspectives on recreation
(suggestions for activitiee and gomes)1 Play, recreation, and
leinure (arta and crafts, camping, and sports); leisure
education (role of the school); Special considerations In
recreation (problems and issues); consumerism and advocacy for
recreation (strategies for advocacy); evaluation in receeation
(evaluation of motor skills); guidelines on recreation
(recreation's contribution to rehabilitation and education):
administration of recreation (coordinating development of
Seevices): and sources of infor cmal aZistance (regional
Centers, and information and research center's). Included is a
listing of contributors with brief background sketches. (IM)
DescriPtors: Athletics/ Camping/ *Deaf Blind/ Exceptional

Child Services/ Games/ *Leisure Time/ Play/ Piwiground
Activities/ Play Therapy/ *Recreation/ Recreational Activities
/ Rehabilitation Counseling/ oftesouvce Guides/ Severely
Handicapped

Identifiers: Advocacy/ Parent Resources
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10132790 EC092367
Avocational Counseling for the Elderly.
Iowa Univ., lowa City. Recreatlen Education Program,
76 A project or the National Institute on New

Mndoll; for Community Dased Receeal'on Programs and Services
for Handicappod Children and Youth (Milwaukee. Wisconsin); rue
related infoemation, FC 092 362-172
Sponsoring Agency! Oureau of Education for the Handicapped

(001W/OE), wonhing,ton, D.C.
Mrs Price mf-$0.83 HC-$1.67 Plus Postage.
rro.,Inied are duplica'ions of the responses given by

Avoentional Counnelino for the Elderly (Milwaukee, Wisconsin)an wet or a peoject to collect,.- share. and compile
infm.mation about. ond techniques in the operation uf 10
community action models for recreation seoviceS tO the
disauled. Model programs are cntegorized AS consumer, Client
Comp,. t recreation and leisure services. parks and
recveation. vehabilitation. and voluntary health agency
models. Reported are program services In the (ollowing aeoas:
the oopulation served (men and women 65 years and oldee);
prima,y activities (retirement leisure planning, leisure
Counseling, avocational information, and referral); primavy
facilities unrd (Public and private facilities throUghout the
aren) ; glaffinki (a project director, an avocational counselor,
a research assistant. a follow-up interviewer, and five
college students); total budget (574,201) and primary sources
of support (federal funds from the Administration of'Aging):
and values And goals achieved through the program (to
demonstrate the impact of avocational counseling with the'
elderly). A copy of the completed survey form is also
provided. (SOH)

Orscriptors: Activities/ Budgets/ *Community Programs/
*Counseling/ Demonstration Projects/ Financial Supoovt/
Hopoies/ Leisure Timo/ Objectives/ *Older Adults/ Personnel/
program De:eriptions/ Recreational Facilities/ *Recreational
Peouralls/ SdoveyS

It.4rntiflevt;: WiSdOnsil (Milwaukee)

E0132774 E1012205
Ay(qational Counselino in milwaukee. Final Report.
Over's, Ronoot P.: And Others
CkwAtive WurkshOo of Milvinukee, WiS. ReSeOrCh pent.
MAye 74 17111,

Sprm5oring Agency: ncweou or Education for the HandiCopped
(""/Of). '.0'Orington, D.C.

Ow,a01, No.: H233466
Gran( N0.! MG-0-73-5172
EOUS Price MF-S0.63 11C-38.69 Plus Postage.
In Milwaukr.se. 122 handicapped clientS from social service

agencies participated in a research and demonstration project
in nvocational counseling over an 8-month period, with
(ollowup interviews conducted 1-6 months late!, with 72 or the
Ss, Slx ayocational interest inventories were reviewed and
Comoared, and five new avocational choice instrumentS were

77
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developed! the Avocatlonal Title Card Sort, the Avocational
Picture Card Sort, the Slide Projected Picture Sort, the
Magazine PictUre Card Sort, and the Avocational PlaqueSort.-
Twelve audio cassette tapes of interviews with enthusiastic
activity participants were recorded. The Milwaukee Avocational
Satisfaction Quentioonniee was developed by adaptinq items
from the Minnesota (Job) Satisfaction Westionnalce. Results
Indicated that the most important dimensions in attaining
satisfaction were degree of competence in the activity and
interpersonal relationships. Only 8% of the Ss were not
satisfied with their activities, according to followup
studies. (Recruitment form letters are appended. Video tapes
of avocational counseling were prepared which ace available
for a rental fee.) (Author/IM)
OescriPterel Counseling ProuramS/ Foilewun Studies/

'Handicapped/ Hobbies/ 'Interest Research/ Interest Tests/
*Leisure Time/ Participant Satisfaction/ Personal interests/
Questionnaires/ Recreation/ Rehabilitation CounSeling/
Research Projects

Identifiers: +Avocational Counseling
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E.01301Si CE009033
GuidanCe and Counseling, Vocational Education, Renee:soh fiflU

Oevelutment. .

Ed4in L.
National Acodemy of Sciences - National Research Council.

Washinqton, D.C. Assembly. of Dehav:oral and Social Sciences.
740.: mor related papers see CE 009 020-026, CL 009

020-V15. ond En 1:2 1.0.3

R000rt Nn.: VT-103-1.;5
Emts Price m1 -s1) .63 bC-$3.50 Plus rostage.
Th.s glanrr examines 'the relationships among guidance nnd

cou0:.011no. vocational adocation, and research and deve1opmrnt
hisluricolly, currently. and in terms oF future possibilities.
The evolution of chAnge is trneed from the beginnings 01 the
century (whr quidalwe and counseling. then vocational
MuluAnee, was ioined with vocational education in responding
.to tho social and manbo.4er needs of the day) to the present
situation in which vocational educators and guidance nd
Couns,?linq perr.onnei ditfrr on the emphasis of occupational
preparation and mannower responsibilities versus_the broadly
con.Jiived concept of personal competence in self-awarenes:1 nod
decision-making. Suq4estions are offered for wnys to narroN
the gap between vocotional guidance and Vocntional education
by rf:ua,lrninq the vie., of guidance to include a concern for
deCision-mAkino. self-concept, life styles. values, and

Sume of the significant research and develooment
efforts oi the last dece.de are discussed inebAing career
devolopmeot theory, computer-based systems, specification of
goals and ohjrctives. measurement of career development, and
exc-onlorv Projects rind programs funded under Part D of the
Vor.tionol Education Amendments, Finally, an inventory of
future research nod development needs outlines some problemareAs and suggests research directions for voCatjonal
guioonce. iNJ)
Doscriptoro: Educational Research/ -Educational Trends/

Guidonce Counseling/ Historical Reviews/ 'Interprofessional
Relotiont.hip/ Needs Assessment/ Program Improvement/ *Research
Need-V Slat,: of thp Art Reviews/ 'Vocational Counseling/
VocAtional Development/ 'Vocational Education

)4

,barriers. activity analysis, design/adaptativn cpK;iderations,
\\and education/counseling). Oiscussrd are ./the following
'eesenrch and demonstration priority areaS! $6Cial plyc...dogy
of leisure: barriers to acquisition end maintenance of skillS;
activity AnalVSis. seleCtiol. and aeogramming, dissemination
andNI tili7ntibnl and service delivery. Considered it the facet
model of research. Strategies to enhah.:e leisure participation
by handiCapped personS are recommended for the -five pisioritYarea3. The bulk of the document is comprised of four
apPendixes. containing five state of the nrt presentations and
reactor Panel comments on the five research priority areas.
and a list of conference participants. (CL)
Doscriptort: Conference Reports/ Counseling/ Discriminatory

Attitudor (Social)/ Exceptional Child Services/ *Handicapped .

Children/ 'Leisure Time/ Recreation/ AesenPen Mathat101081./
Research Needs

ED123007 EC090258
Loisure. Activity Partici Potion and Handicapped Populations!

An Assrs,.ment nf Reseorch Needs.
Vernoven. poter 0 uilidstein, Judi th E.
NAtional Pr-creation and Park Association. Arlington. Va.
Apr 71.
500norina Agency: Office of Education (DHEW), Washington.

D.C.
C'intiact No.! OEC-0-7-4-0734
E36 PrIC0 MI- ).83 MC-57.35 Plus Postage.
Pre.:ented report of a conference on researCh needs in 38

the Area o' leiture time activity for handicApped persons.
Reviemed are the nitial conference concept and its evaluati,N1
into five categories of concern (leisure ConCeots. attitudinal

7 9
II
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E01220540 Cr.000911
Facilitating Career Development for Girls aod Women.
National Vocational Guidonce Association, Washington, D.C,-
75 II7p.: Selections from Papers presented at a workshop

hold ot Aripalochido Slate Uoiversity (Boone, North Carolina,
July 197j)

Sponsoring Agency: North Carolina State Commission on the
rclUcatinn and Cmployment or Women, Raleigh.: North Carolina
Stato Dept. of ,'oblic tosteuction, Raleigh,

Availoole from: Puhlicltion Sales, American Personnel and
GolOonce Association, 1607 New Hampshire Avenue,
Wwihinuton, U.C. 2000'1 (42.95)
Uocunemt Not Available .from EDRS.
Soloc;tions from na,orr. given at a 1973 workshop held at

Appalachian %tote University. Boone, North Carolina, are
pre.:ented. irventy-nine partiCipantS gathered tu searCh out
new insights into the changing world of girls and women. A

uy Call McDaniel S and an introduction by Thelma Leonon
precode the 12 papeos, which include! (1) Historical
Perspoctive. With H. O..born: (2) Expanding Career Options for
Fem1103. Arloon B. Winfield! (3) Career Barriers: Are.they
railing Pnqn7. S. Norman reingold; (4) Building Bridges to:
Car000 Satifoction, William C. Bingham; (5) HumaniZing Career
Education, Kathryn V. Clarenhach: (6) found Children's
Porcept 1 ons of Occupat onal Ro 1 es , Grace Bingham: (7) The
Community College in Career Development of Women, Thelma OoneS
Vriond: (S) Creativity Applied to Career Developmeot, James M.
Og.bnrn: ( 9) Libeoated Counseling: Nancy K. Schlos,.beng: (10)
Womon In Politics, Lora S. Tally; (11) Women COping with
Loader:.nio ESthor E. Matthews; (12) The Role of Leisure
in Cireer (.1.elopme'it for Girls and Women, Carl McDaniels.
(LH)

Doscrinturs: Career Education/ Career Opportunities/ Career
P1onoinq/ Couneling/ 'females/ Feminism/ Human Development/
Leisure rime/ Politics/ Sex Discrimination: Sex Role/ *Sex
Strreotyorsi S *Vocational Developent/ Wumensoeechos/ m
Athiotiei,/ Wfsmrns rducotion

ED11103 cr, CE00519'1
L.fe career Develop. nt: A Model.
M.ssouei Univ.. Columbia, Career Guidance Counseling

Placement P-ojrct.
7J j!p.: r.p. related documents, see CE 005 200-201
Snonserinl Agency: and AdultBureau of Occupational

,duiatinn (DHCW/OEl. W15hington, D.C. Missouri State Dept. of
./rflerSon City. Div. of Career and Adult Education.

Rourt N. VT-101-h65
elrnot No.! UEG-0-71-4663
EeeS Price MI-SO.76 11C-$1.95 Plus Postage
Tho carver exploration view is designed to stimulate

learning which will provide individuali7ed feedback to
stuovots concerning their self-identities. The career
coh..ciouS individual career education model is an
00 ,ome-orieoted model designed to provide a comorehensive

nve%vit:w or the knowledge, skills, 'and'attitudeq individuals
facilitate their total development, Ihe model has four

basic Interrelated domains: (1) self-knowledge and
interpersonal skillS, (2) knowledge of work and leisure.
worlds, (3) career planning knowledge.and skills, and (4)
basic studies and occupational preparation. The concluding
section, entitled Career Guidance: Program Content and Staff
Responsibilities. Presents b OrogrOm Planning guide doveloPed
for use in the career educatioo workshop ior professional
development Sponsored by the MisSourT State Department of
Education. (VA)

Descriptors: *Career Education/ Career Exploration/ Career
Planning/ Guidance Programs/ *Inservice Teacher Education/
*Models/ OCCuoational Guidance/ *Program Guides/ Program
Planning/ Vocational Counseling/ Vocational Deveio omunt

Identifiers! *Career Guidance/ Missouri

ED112987 JC750538
Peosncola Junior College Educational. Support Development

Plan foe the Aging and Aged.
Tamburel.101 G. U.
Aug 75 55p.: Eo.D. Practicum, Nova University
ELMS Price MF-$0.76 11C-$3.32 Plus Po3to0e
In:, report recommends three gnneral ca tecior i es of

involvement in the developme nt of educational progralis for the
aging and aged at Pensacola Junior College (Florida). (1)
Pre-retirement Education: courses lhould include the
psychology of aging, family structures. estate Plrinningi
federal laws that affect the eldeely, employment
oPPortunities, and leisure time activities. Pre-rrtirement
Counseling program; should be developed. (7) Continuing
Education: .0 comprehensive camPus-oased education prog-am for
the aged should involve free transportation, convenient
locationS. and fleAible hours: Similar courses sh',uld be
offOred at nursing homes, senior citireos centers, and
ccmmunity SChools. Eorollment Should be increat.ed in
vocational edocation progroms which Could lead to roNarding
SeCond careees oo part-time jobs. (3) Para-orofesional
Gerontology Programs: existing nursing courses Should place
greater emphasis on dealing with older oeople. 1.0ecial
seminars on dealing with the aged should be offered, and an
in-service training program should be developed In nursing
homes. A two-year associate degree and certificated Programs
in geriatric Care should be estahlished. The report ConcludeS
with a discussion of possible federal, state. local. Peivate.
and public funding sources. (NHM)
Descriptors: Continuous Learning/ Counseling/ Delivery

Systems/ Financial Support/ Geriatrics/ *Junior Colleges/
Nursina/ *Older Adults/ Paramedical Occupotions/ *Program
Development/ Retirement/ School Community Programs/ *Senior
Citizens/ Vocational Education

39 Identifiers: 'Pensacola Junior College
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EDI09506 95 CG400129
Counseling Older Persons: Careers, Retirement, Dying.
Sinick, Daniel
ERIC Clearinghouse on Counseling and.Personne1 Services, Ann

Arbor, Weft.
75 97D.
Sponsoring Agency: National Inst. of Education (DHEW),

Washington, D.C.
C.eiteact No.: NIE-C-400-75-0017
EORS Price MF-$0.76 PLUS POSTAGE. HC Not Available from

016
the focus of this mnnotteaph is on three areas of counSeling

with older clients: Career counsel'ng, retirement Counseling,
and counseling vegarding death and dying. The portion on
career coune:oling includes reasons older persons chonge
carpers, olPitacies they aee likely to face when Seeking
emOlovilent. ihiths surrounding the employability of older
Perwils, and Sudgestions on the uSe of testing in career
enute;oling older perniins. Retirement counseling examines the
soc,a1 image and rule of the retired person, plus work,
volunteer, and leisure time activities. Retirement counseling
empliali:eg retirement as a positive developmental static.
Included is n brief discussion of practical lifestyle Concerns
specific to retired pooeons. Counseling surrounding death and
dying, including kubler-Ross' five stages of dying, potential
suicides, and death snevivors is examined. Trends and igsnes
retriraing problems of aging, a bibliography of readings
rel.ited to older women, and appendixes of periodicals and
orpani?otiong concerned with older persons are included. (LIS)

Descriptoes: Adjustmont (to Environment)/ Adult Counri=
Coveer Chonar/ Death/ Family Counseling/ "Older
Perqonal Adjustment/ bRetirement/ Social Adjustment/ State of
the Art Reviews

EDlO5:141 CG00n712
L..isuee counr,eiing, A Kit,
Enpe,'son. Arlin: And Others
Aworican Alliance for Health, Physical Education. and

Rece,,atinn. Washington, D.C. American Association of Leisure
and iiecreat.en.: Milwaukee Public Schools, Wis. Div. of
Municipal Recreation ond Adult Education.

13 32o.
Available finam: Amrrioan A.11iance for Health, Physical

EdoLntion. and Recreation Puolications Sales, 1201 Sixteenth
Street Nortliv.cst. Wasnington, D.C. 20036 (Stock No. 246-2'1726.

checA nr money order munt accompany request)
EDIV:. Pice MF-$0.76 He Not Available from EDRS. PLUS POSTAGE
This get of mnterialn intended for uSe in the development of

Prooraus in leisure services and a vocational counseling
contoins information about a Leisure Counseling Media Kit.
with directions for ordering a slide-tane progrom. Order forms 40and agnitional information about leisure counseling supplies
are also included. A brief pamphlet describes leisure
COW Seilng, When it Is available, and what the cost is foe the

services. A three-page leaflet describing the Milwoukee,
Leisure Counseli.ng Model focuses on: (1) a definition of
leisure counseling; (2) methods for assessing interests of the
individual; and (3) a description of the team approach as
develeped and implemented in the Milwaukee model. The kit also
contains a copy of the Mirenda leisuee Interest Finder
Identifying Information Sheet )whi.Ch assesses infoemation on
education, salary, and time availability. A uupplemental
section of the inventory evaluates preference for sDecifid
leisure activities end instructions for developing individual
profiles. (BW)
Descriptors: +Adult Counseling/ Instructional Materials/

'Interest Tests/ +leisure Time/ Physical Education/ 'Program
Development/ 'Recreational Activities

Identifiers: Leisuee Counseling

E0105315 CG009084
Avocatiooal Counseling: A Prospectus for a New Psychological

SpeimIty.
Brender, Myro-
5B 15p.
FORS Price MF-$0.76 HC-$1.58 PLUS POSTAGE
Mout Americans today have more spare time than ever before,

but few have learneo how to use it wiScly. In an effort to
remedy this deficiency and to insure the future comnetence of
the average portion to utilize his leisure time with roximum
fruitfulness, some recreational theorists have advocated the
establishment of a formal peogeam of training and preparation
for the optimal use of leisure. Agreeing with the view of
recreation as an important medium fue the exprcssion,
fulfillment, end eneichment of the oersonolity through the
gratifiction of diverse Psychological needs. the position
taken in this paper is that, while at present no one
profession can justifiably claim to be eguinped to assume the
necessary role of counselor to the individual in matters
pertaining to the optimal use of his leisure, the discipline
..hich could perform this function is counseling psychology.
This paper concerns itself with an attempt to formulate the
Chaeaeteristics and functions of this propoSed new area of
psychological specialization called recreational psychology,
and to develop an outline of a program for training its
practitioners. (Author/PC)

DescriptorS: Counseling/ *Counselor Role/ Educational
Innovation/ Human Services/ *Leisure Time/ 'Psychological
Needs/ *Recreational Programs/ State of the Art Reviews
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fD0911449 CO009096
Values and Counseling in Different Countries and Cultures.
Wrenn, C. Gilbert
Apr 74 22p.: Paper presented at the International Round

Table on the .alvan,_ement of Counseling (6th, Cambridge
University. En(1 land, Appil 1974)

EONS Price Mf-$0.76 11C-$1.56 PLUS POSTAGE
ibis pantie analyzes changes In seven value areas where there

is contlict between the prevailing culture and ihe
counter-culture and where the conflict is of considerable
sigoifieaece to the counselor: (1) response to authority; (2)
the value of.the past experience of adults: (3) status of
women; (4) wortc and leisure; .(5) sexual dimensions of iife:
(6) nature of security, natue of occupational choleel and (7)
the luplications for counseling of each value shift,
Comoarison l made between value changes In the United Staten
and value trends in 1U other countries. (Author)
Descriptoes1 *Attitudes/ Changing Attitudes/ Comparative

Analysis/ Counseling/ *Cross Cultural Studies/ Cultural
Differentes/ *Education/ Speeches/ *Values

ED0e11437 CE002556
Now Dimensions in the Career Development of Women.

Conferene.e Proceedinv No. 2.
Hohenshil. Thomas H.. Ed.
Vieginia Polytechnic Inst. and State Univ., Blacksburg. Div,

of Voratioeal-Technleal cation.; virginia State Dept. of
Coucotion, Richmond. Div of VocatiOnal Education.

74 134114: Papers presented at the Annual Conference (or
Carner Counseling and Vocational Education (3rd. Blacksburg,
Virginia, %lar(:h 1974)

Soonsoring Agency: Virginia State Advisory Councll on
VoC.ItInnal Education. Blacksburg.

11(irt No.: CP-2
AAil:ible from: Harry L. Smith. Public Information and

Publications, State Department of Education, Richmond.
Viruinin 23216 (Order No. CP-2, $3.00)
Epps Pyle, MF-$0,76 HC-56.97 PLUS POSTAGE
Appv0.1mately 700 techers, counselors, administeators, and

univrsitv personnel from four States participated In the
Third Annual Conference for Career Counseling and Vocational
Educnt.on. The general purpose of the conference was to
examine currnnt views and programs regarding the career
development of women, with special emphasis on public School
and conmonity college pr ograming. Seven nationally recognized
snookers, soi.licted for exPertise in their respe:.:tive fields a%
weli as for their re..earch endeavors and leadership in
profoqsional orgoniza. ons, presented addresses to the
conference treating the topics of career and leisure
development aed counseling for girl- and women: these a'e
reproduced in the document. In addition, flve exemnlnry Al
Virqinip career development programs, ranging from elementary
sChool to community college ievelS. were described nt the
conference: these pregram deeppiPtions comprise the remainOer

of the document, Appended are an agenda and-a directory of
participants. (Author/AJ)

Descriptorst *Career Educntlon/ Lhange Strategies/ Changing
Attitudes/ *Conference Reports/ Eounl Opportunities (JObS)/
*Femnles/ Pilot Projects/ Program Descriptions/ Sex
Discrimination/ SPX Stereotypes/ Speeches/ 'Vocational
Counseling/ Vocational Development/ 'Vocational Education/
Womens Education

Identifiers: Virginia

E0095464 C0009168
The Kansas Model for Career Education,
Neely, MOrgehly A,
Apr 74 16p.: Paper preS'ented at the Annual Meeting of the

American Personnel Ond Guidance Association (New 01,1eans,
Louisiana, April 1974)

EDRS Price MF-$0.76 HC-S1.58 PLUS POST'AGE
This document briefly summarizes the Kansas Model for career

education. The model is explained through comparisons with
other models, and through a brief description of its
two-dlmonsional structure of process phases on one side and
four career components on the othee side (self, work, leisure.
resources). The process itself Is a decision-making strategy
that can be learned for creative career development by
individuals of any age group. The Kan5as Model may be implied
to ail learners because they can enter the process wherever
they are, at any stage in their own development. Individuals
may exit and recycle, if necessary, because they are taught
the use of the procesS as a decision-makind paradigm, and they
lean' 'o assess their progress toward the outcome action. The
euthot notes that concepts and outcomes remain constant
throughout the life span; content and activities may differ
from age to age. (Author/PC)
Descriptors: Adolescents/ Adults/ Career Education/ Caeeer

Planning/ *Counseling Programs/ *Decision Mak:ng Skills/
*Individual Development/ Models/ *Program Descriptions
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E00750720 V1020057
Cleeep Development: A California Model for Career Guidance

Ctweicelem K-Adult. Ca)ifornia Personnel and Guidance
-A!;s0ciation Monograph Number 5,

Cun ha, Jnn And O thersnfill E., Ed.:
Cilifornio Italy of iducation. Sacramento, Bureau of

Puoii Pyr.:.onnel ServiLes.
12 1020.
Sooesoring Agency: Office of Education (CWW), Washington,

D.C.
Avniloble from: California Peosonnel and Guidance

,
Association. WA Ea t Cuomionwealth Avenue, Fuller ton
California 92631 (Meim.ers, $4.00: others. $5.50)

Oncusent Not AvailaPle from EDRS.
A mope{ ho.-1 been orenared by a task force of educators tO

sero o-:; a con,!eotual .ffromework fon the development. of coroi,r
quid.ince prngrams. The model consists of three hiajor
ConiPuncnt5 of carer uuid.Ince which promote carecw identity,
including: (I) careee planning and deci:iien making, (2)
OrkbAtion, work. and leisure alternatives, and (3) life Styles
and oerwnal within each of the mojor
comnonents of career guidance, basic concepts have been
identified a:nng with the developmental level and goal
ntittt"liont ;imiOirVing each concept, The concepts relpreWnt
Or-mid are:iq of learning content which Students need Ln
UndO,ntOnd in order to dev(' lo0 work. leisure, ond life s!e?;

t,.:tactione,. In amillion to describing the model,
ounlication contains information and suggestions for: (1)
vvib.indiny the basic model to develop objectives for a prog
(2) inOloting a ork,leam, and (3) evaluating a program.
5amolr neodn ar.sessment instruments and examples of objectives
and outonlins Inc a CA.'.".'r ouidlnce prooram are apoended. (SD)

0,-.criptors: Career Choice/ 'Career Plannind/ t)eci%ion
MOkint)! ldocation7I Objcctivs/ +Guidance Programs/ 'Models/
ProgrIn DOvOlopmeht/ Program Evaluation/ *Vocational
CounqrlIno/ vncatiomil Development

Idontifiers: Program implementation

E007,139R CC007075
llohnvioral OutCemeS for Career Education. Proceedings (29th

Rut.lorc Guidan,.:e Conference, New Brunswick, N. 4., October 18.

0)11(111.1M. William. Ed.

Rutgers, Thr State Univ., New Srunswick, N.J. Graduate
'ichool of COurAtion.

O. t 2 370.
Fowl Price MF-S0.76 dC-$1,95 PLUS POSTAGE
in.; 000er orese,,ts mnterials from the 29th Rutor.rs Guidonce

Con f crenre on bevlviOral outcomes for career rducation,
Including the keynote address by Norman Gysbers on the Concept
of life career dove lopmont as a new point of departure !or 42improving and extending comprehensive career guidance
grograns. Invoe broad aneas of knowleoge. understaodIng, and
skills are identified to serve as a base fo., new career

7

guidance OrOgrams: (1) self-knowledge and Interpersonal
skills, (2) career planning knowledge and skills, and (3)
knowledge of the work end leisure worlds. Goals are stated in
terms of student outcomes rather than nu program outomes, and
a numbee of peeformance objectives and activities are
develooed. Tor each goal. Panelists. whose reactions to the
keynote addre.:s are included. have all been involved in
operating programs where an important activity has been the
translation, exnmination, ond evaluation of their own efforts
to Use behavioral OUICOMOS as n measure of their
effectiveness. (Author/SES)
Descriptors: Behavioral Counseling/ Behavioral Objectives/

'Career Education/ Career Planning/ Conference Arc:soots/
Elementary School Students/ Guidance Functions/ Guidance
Programs/ Guidance Services/ Leisure Time/ Occupational
Guidance/ Progrsm Evaluation/ Secondary School Students/
Vocational Development
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E0073356 AC014220
Curriculum Guide foe Adult Education Teachers.
Hammett. Earl Lee
Lou, 'iana State OW. of Education, Baton Rouge.
70 Ill2n.

R000rt No.: Oul1 -IIH7
ELMS Price Mr-$0.75 liC-$9.51 PLUS POSTAGE
This cureiculum guide tor teachers of adult education iS

divided into three parts. The first offers am overvieq of
ddolt basic education, the teacher as counselor, testing and
evoivation, instructional proceduresphysical environment and
Classroom management, techniques providing variety in
lesteuctien--Oiscusliuns, demonstrations, projects, P
olving, lectureS, role-playing, comolOhitY
retiources, awilovisual material, re!am study, and evaluation of
instructional materials. .The second part provide, sequentialskills tor trades 0-3. 4-0, and 9-12 in laeguage arts,
mathematics, stuoies. and science. The third port
covers areas of im.teuction foe teaching sequential skills:
(1) lenity life instructionhealth and safety, management of
food. nallagement of clothing, family business, management of

Parrnt-ehIld relationship, marital responsibility:
(2) citizenshipstructure of government. ciovernmental
servics, principles and objectives from which government wat;
developed, voting information. tax structure, community
participation, and resnons'bilities. cureetIt events;
(3) occunational edLWation--jeb oppoetunities, positive woek
attitudes. Peesonal develooment, technique of getting a job,
keeping a job. unions and labor laws, Social Security ST7.tem:
(1) codsumor education: (5) Personal improvement and
development; 16) conservation of natural resources; and t7)
leicuro time References nee provided throughout. (KM)
Onsrintors: Adult Casic Education/ Adult Counseling/ Adult

Education Programs/ 'Adult Educators/ Adult Learning/ *Llasic
Skills/ Conservation Education/ Con suffice Educal on/
*Curoiculum nuides/ Family Llie Education/ Instructionol
Materials/ Joh Skills/ Leisure Time/ Public Affairs Education/
*Public School Adult EducatiOn/ Self Conpept/ Student
EvaluAtion/ teacher Caoeactorintics/ Teaching Guides/ Teaching
Methods/ Teacning Techniuues/ Work Attitudes

CD0W1275 JC720260
nat.,dii State Senior Center--Third Annual R(port.
Hawaii State Senior Center, Honolulu.
Jun 72 gOo.
Sfinnsoring Agency: Hawaii Univ., Honolulu. Honolulu

Comc,unity Coll.
EORS Price MF-$0.76 HC-$4.43 PLUS POSTAGE
The Third Annual Renort of the Hawaii State Senior Center is

pre,;ented. It depicts a story of continued expansion of
diversified services to the senior citizens of Oahu. Each
month, on the average. 209 persons visited the Center for an
annual total of 62.0311 visits. Regular membership is 1.040
Discussions have been held concerning the neeJ for additional
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centers, exploving also the nature of their operation and.
funding. New patterns of health edv:ation and services,
educational programs, outreach to the confined elderly, and
instruction of workers have been exploved. Counseling and
leisure time activities for the pre-retirement group,
preparing them for creative and rewarding vetirement, seem to
be emergent needs. Present estimates are that 10% of the
population IS between 50 and 65 in Hawaii, This annual report
includes the Center Chairman's Report, an Analysis of Program
Changes, Statistic:a to Assess Attainment of Project
Objectives, Findings of the Third ravtiCipation Evaluation
Survey, rnd RepGrt of Pre and Post Evaluation of participants.
(For Second Annual Report, see EU 065 120.) (Author/CIO
Descplotorsl +Annual Reports/ *COmoudity Health ServiceS/

Counseling Services/ Creative Activities/ Educational Programs
/ Evaluation/ Financial Support/ Leisure Time/ 'Older Adults/
Retirement/ *Senior Citizens/ Statistical Data/ Surveys

Identifiers! Hawaii

E0067065# EM010313
Educators Guide to- Free Guidance Materials. Eleventh

Edition.
Snterstro Mary H., Ed.; Steph, doe A., Ed.
Educators Prog resn Service, InC., Randolph. Wis.

72 M./all2:3%, fromt Educators Progress Service, Inc.. Randolph,
Wisconsin 53956 ($0.75)

Document Not Available from FORS.
More than 1.000 films, fitmstrips, nudiotapes and other

medic that Ore available without CnarOr to schools and
guidance counselors are listed in this 270-nage catalog.
Listings are classifie(J into ore of four categories:
planning, including occupatieaal and educational intore=7;17
social and personal. including interpersonal relations and
cultural differences: responsibility to self and others.
including personal health and safety and conservation of
resources: and use of leisure time. Each catalog entry
desceibes the media used and the content. shovs the
presentation time, and the conditions of availability. The
catalog includes separate indexes classifying materials by
title, subject, source, and Canadian availahility. iM6)

Descriptors: ,bAuc:iovisual Aids/ *Catalogs/ Counseling
Services/ Educational Resources/ Film Libraries/ Films/
Filmstrios/ *Guidance Counseling/ Phonotape Recordings/ Tape
Recordings/ *Visual Aids

Identifiers: rree Materials
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E0002574 24 VT015426
A Comparison of Two Methods of Presenting Occupatiohal

Information.
MacDonald, Randolph
Apdalachin Educational Lab., Charleston, W. Va.
Ku* 72 24a.
Report No.: in-12 nureau No.: OR-6-2909
Ciintract PJn. OEC-3-7-062909-3070
Eves Price MF-$0.76 HC-$1.5t1 PLUS POSTAGE
Videotape recooding9 were compared with use of slides and an

audiotane to determine whether the cost of videotape wasJustified for use with students in Appalachian high schools.Methods were compared en the basis of cognitive .informationretilined by students, StUdent receptivity to each of the twomethods, tin0 thd cosi or enuipment. Two groups of femalestudnts were presented with information about the work and
lei!wee activities of the nurse using the two identifiedmetnods. Findings included: (1) Girls who were presented the
occupational information with slides and an audiotaPe achieved
higher scores than a control group on a test of informationretined. while the girls who viewed the videotape recooding
received scores lower than the control group. (2) Theslide-audiotape and videotape groups did not differ
Significontly from each other, (3) The receptivity of the two
methods appeared to Slightly favor the Slide-audiotape method,and (4) the cost of the equipment used slide-audiotape method
wat; about one half that required for using videotape
reCorJings. (05)
Dogcriptorq! Career Education/ Comparative Analysis/

ion Dissemination/ Information Utilization/ Methods/Infornnt
Program Costs/ *Tape110Cco:)atiohal information/ Slides/

Recordings/ fraching Methods/ Teaching Techniques/ *Video Tape
Recordingq/ Vocational Counseling

EU04400 uw0ns70
A Now look at Work, Play and Job Satisfaction.
Diy, H. I.

31 Moy 71 160.: Sorech given before Canadian Guidance and
Councelling A:sociatIon Convention, Toronto, May 30 - June 2,1971

ETA'S Peice Mr-S0.76 HC-$1.50 PLUS POSTAGE
A great dal of literature concerning work. play and jobsatiOaction IS Summ1ri7ed and integrated. tile fluthordiscusse: a number of different conceptions or what work

actuaily is an0 concludes that, according to all definitions.
w.Jrk in an instrumental act,vity with only extrinsic
SatisraCtiOn..;. It is his contention. however, that work MON/
have ihtrio.,,cally rewarding aspects. Play is viewed very
broadly (1) intrinsically rewarding: (2) an activity which
inCludes information SCOrCh, skill training, and repetitious
practice: and (3) a form of learning and rehearsal. The author 44prefers not to see work and play as mutually exclusive
activities, but to view them as complementary components of
ail activities. On this basis, a model for vocational
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counseling is proposed, which seeks to evaluate jobs on the
relative degrees of xtrinsic and Intrinsic satisfaction which
they can provide, and to determine which indIviduals wouldwith what kinds of Jobs, utilizing the
exioinsic/intrinsic satisfaction dimensions. (TL)

Descriptors: Career Plahning/ *Likployment/ Individual
Characteristics/ Job Analysis/ Job Placement/ *Job
Satisfaction/ Leisure time/ Motivation/ Need Gratification/
Occupational Guidance/ Occupational Information/ 'VocationalCounseling

E0053332 V1010707
Education Programs In Penal and Correctionnl Institutions; A

Repoot by the Subcommittee on Occupational. Adult, and
Institutional Education.
Washington State legislature, Olympia.
7 Jan 71 29.
Available from: Washington Legislature, Joint Committee on

Education. Subcommittee on Occupational, Adult, and
Institutional Education, Olympia. Washington (no charge on a
limited basis)
EDRS Peice mr-jo.70 HC-S1.95 PLUS POSTAGE
Hard data related to recidivist rates in the State of

Washington are not atonable but testimony offered to 0
legislative subeommititee suggests that they may be as high as
70 percent. Given this almost desperate situation, the Joint
Committee on Education decided in 1969 ko- investig.ste the
education peograms operated in the covrectiunal institutionsof the State. in order to discern whether or not these
programs co, e adequately serving the n eeds ol social offendersand society ih gvheral. IncluOed in this repot ore 20 major
recommendations retlulting from that investigation. Aimed atprogram improvement. these recommendations cover such pointsas the need foo internships and in-service programs for
teachers. and waiver of tuition for inmates attending
institutions of higher education. Supporting data are
appended. (Author/JS)

Descriptors: +Correctional Education/ *Corrective
Institutions/ *Educational Needs/ Emhloyment Seevices/
Guidelines/ Inte.'ageocy Coordination/ Leisure Time/ *Program
Development/ Program Improvement/ State Legislation/ *State
Surveys/ Teacher Education/ Vocational Counseling/ Work
Experience

Identifiers: Washington
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E0045528 50000438
Police Youth Protection Unit Programs, San dose, Californlat

Modni Prourams. Childhood Education.
Ault:Plc:1n Institutes for Research in the Behavioral Sciences,

Palo Alto, Calif.
70 26p.; Prepared for the White House Conference on

Children, December, 1970
Sponsoeine egency! Office of Economic Opportunity,

Washington, D.C.: Office of Education (DHEW), Washington, U.C.
eeport No.: 0E-20191
Available from: Superintendent of Documents, U.S. Goverement

Printing Office, Washingtcn, D.C. 20402 (Catalog No.,
HL5.2P0l2C0l51: $.20)

rots Price lor-S0.76 FIC Not Available prom EDRS. PLUS POSTAGE
Thu police Youth Prutection Unit (YPU) has foul. full-time

officeon under San dose's police chief. The objectives or the
YPU ere: to peevent juvenile delinquency, encourage reepect
foP law enforcement. 0 rovide iefopmation, eYpoSe youth to
POlicexan end police work, end to given them places to go and
thiegn to do with their leisure time. In the 1969-70 school
Veal, its Youth and law Program reached 20,000 children ie 15
junior high nehools and has become a standard part of the
social studies curriculum in many seventh grade classes.Progras operated by the YPU Include: 1) deug education lor
studente, parents, and community groups: 2) counseling
services for juvenile crime prevention; 3) sports activities
through the Police Athletic League; and, 4) practical
experience for 15 co tfi year olds leading to possible careers
in inw enforc.,ment. Additional information about the YPU is
available from: YOUtn Protection Unit, San Jose Police
Depaetnret. P. O. Box 270. San Jose, California 95103. (DJB)
Descriptors: Community Services/ Counseling Services/

*Delienuency Prevention/ Junior High School StudentS/ Ouvenile
Courts/ Law Enforcement/ Lew Instruction/ *Police School
Relationship/ Social Studies/ 'Youth ProgremS

Identifiers: *California/ San Jose

ED0:35907 CG004880
Project Plat': Guidance Through the Iostructional Process.

The Accommodation of Individual Differences in the Develoement
oF Personal Programs of Study.
Dune, anmee A.
tallorie00 Inetitutes for Research in the Behavioral Sciences.

Silver Soeing. Md.: American Personnel and Guidance
Association, Washington, D.C.: American Psychological
Assuciation, WaSh:ngton. D.C.

Auo Ge 180.: Papers presented et American Psychological
AssociatiOn Convention, Washington. D.C.. August 31-September
4, 19C/q: and at the American Pe-sonnel and Guidance
Association Convention, Las Vegas, Nevada, March 30-April 3.
1969
EDRS Price MF-$0.70 HG-$1.58 PLUS POSTAGE
Project PLAN is designed to make educational programs fit

the erode of individual learners, aed the problem of how such

9f0
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a curriculum_can be implemented is discussed. In addition to
individualization of what Is to be learned and amount of
exposure to learning matter, Individualization must also be
baaeU on the student's learning style; for-example, on-the
various ways in which the conteet to be learned may be
studied, This Imposes a massive monitoring task which must be
computerized. The paradigm for the development of a PLAN
program of Studies for secondary school is summarired. PLAN
education, however, is designed to be more than a program of
academic instruction, and guidance is an integral part of the
project. The guidance program w111 be developed over the next
few years and prototype I will implement the educational and
vocational Counseling effort by attempting to make the
educational system vocationally end leni.rer relevant. It calls
for experiences which will increase the Child's knowledge and
skill in the areas of! (1) independent learning, (2) 'rational
decision making, (3) the assessment end implication of
individual differences for vocational, avocational and social
choice, (4) vocational information, and (5) ,leisure and
citizenShiP opportunities. (RSM)

Descriptors: Counselleg/ Developmental Guidance/
Educational GUidance/ Guidance Guidance Services/
High School Curriculum/ Individualized Curriculum/
*individualized Instruction/ *Individual Needs/ Instruction/
Instructional Design/ *Instructional Innovation/ Instructional
Programs/ Objectives/ Programed Instruction/ Programing/
*Projects/ Student Development/ Vocational Development*
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ED0:11649 AC005043
A Study of Adult Part-Time Students in a Community College.
Mohawk Va;ley Community Coll., Utica, N.Y.
69 90P.
EORS Pelee MF-S0.76 fiC.6$4.43 PlUS POSTAGE
Lisle° e student biooeaphical Inventory, quick wood test. nod

Suovoy of orogram dronouts, adult part time Students in Mohawk
Vally.se Community Collects 1MVCC) Evening Divisiun Ceedlt and
noncpodit cour'les wer0 studied as to persenal background.
motivation. self-concept, mental ability, educational and
vocational plans, and peogvam setisfaction. Comparisons were
mode with adult groups from George Wnshington University ond 0
private, foul. year Ne4 Yoek State college. These were among
the findings: (1) the MVCC group tended to be oldev, have less
foemal education beyond high school. have lower income and
occuoational levels, and be less deoree oriented, nnd had been
away from edocation lenge!. than comparison groups; (2) MVCC
adult withdrawals were laroely for personal reason.; (3) most
of the MVCC group chose courses with little or nut helm from
the college; (4) the MVCC and Washington gooups were most
similar in such areas as cultural activities and reading
habite; (5) most of the MVCC group had had little oe ao
guidance In choosing courses. (Included are 14 tables. 16
refeeences, and survey foems.) (1Y)
Deseriptopl! Academic Achievement/ Adult Counseling/ AdultDropouts/ Adult Students/ Age Differences/ Community

Colledes/ Edoentional Background/ Income/ Intervals/ Leisure
Time/ motivation/ Ocetioations/ Participant Characteristics/
Participant Satisfaction/ Part Time StudentS/ Self Concept/Sueveys

ED026G07e AC003677
H.story of the Army Genral Educational Development Program;

Origin, Significance, and Implications.
Stvehlnix, Louis Harold
Gvgrge wai-,hiegton Univ., Washington, D.C.

209o.; Cd. D. ihesis.
Availaole from; University Microfilms. 300 N. Zee!, Rd., Ann

Arbor miehioae eglou (Deder No. 67-15,939, MF $3.00.
Aeroq,aphy Se.45).
U.,eulont Not Available from EDRS.
The chaeging and exponding aspects of adult education in the

forces from the years prior to World War I to 196; are
reported. Previous to and durieg, World War 1, civilian
wrIfilee group% provieed recreation and entertainment foe
soloiers. the aemy bowie taking eesponsibility for soldier
mot-ate by establishinn a Morale Division in 1941 and orgaii;zed
the United States Aemed Forces Institute. Liteoncy training
was conducted oy the Adjutant General during World War 11. The
Army Edocntion Program eoovided correspondence courses.
leisure time activities, counseling, and foreign language
training, Thc present GED program. established in 1S156.
conducts Off duty educational programs (elementary theough
graduate level courstniunder civilian educatoro. The present

NW'
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Civilian educational level of Army Personnel Is the highest ir
the history of the army: the provision for educational
opportunities for soldiers will undoubtedly be considered one
of the outstanding adult education innovations of the century.
(author/pt)
Descriptors! AdOlt Basic Education/ *Adult Education

Programs/ *Armed ForceS/ College Curriculom/ Coerespondence
Courses/.Counseling/ Doctoral Theses/ High School Curriculum/
'Historical Reviews/ Language Instruction/ Leisure Time/
Literacy Education/ Morale/ *Peogram Development/ Welfare
Services

Identifiers: General Educational Development Program

ED023950 AC002613
Proceedings of a Pre-Convention Workshop on College

Personnel Services for the Adult; Student Assistance.
Involvement, Development.
Thompson, Clarence H., Ed.
American College Personnel Association.
Mny 60 6Up.
EDRS Price Mr-So..* HC-$3.32 PLUS POSTAGE
A workshop held prior to the Convention of the American

College Personeel Association in Detroit, Michigan, In Apeil.
1gGB, operated undee (ne theme "College Personnel Services for.
the Adult: Student Assistance, Involvement, Development."
Pelves given in the six sessions covered testing, financial
aid, adult characteristics. motives, needs, and developmental
tasks, aspects of.counseling. and prospective educational uses
of 1 e sure In the twenty-F I rs t cent ury Admission and
selectloe tests of varying lengths were dencribed end the.uses
of testing for student placement. vocational and educational
planning. remedini PurPones; and assessment of creativity or
innovation were discussed. Federal financial aid programs as
they relate to adults were reviewed and their weal.nesses
pointed out; pot:sible sou-ces of funds for programs
specifically developed for adults were suggested. The
counselor's role was examined in terms of effective
interaction with clients and of the nerd for adult-centered
cocurricular activities. Included are appendixeS, 51
references, and participant evaluations of the workshop. 11y)
Descriptors: Adult Characteristics/ Adult Counseling/ *Adult

Education/ *Adult Students/ Bibliographies/ Cocurricular
ecti4ities/ College Admission/ Continuous Learning/
Developmental Tasks/ Financial Support/ *Higher Education/
Leisure Time/ Participant Satisfaction/ Statistical Data/
*Student PersOnnel Services/ Testing
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20070039 Re002513
OPERATION PLHOLE', SUMMARY REPORT.
NOUREO. ROUERT 0.
Tennusw. technology Univ.. Cookeville.
87 56P.
CURS PRICE mr-S0,76 HC-$.1.32 PLUS POSTAGE
A ...:oMPRFIIENtiIVU EVALUAIION OT OPERATION PEBBLE'S 3 VIAR

SUMAR PROGRAM Ton ECONOMICALLY AND EDUCATIONALLY_ DEPRIVED
CHIlDREN DE THE rIPER CUMRERLAND REGION OF feNNESSEE IS
PREsrltEp. THE INTEN1 OF 1HE PROJECT WAS 10 .INVOLVE IHE
'CHILBWEN IN EXPERIENCES THAT MIGHT EXPAND THE HORIZONS OFWEIR STA6NANT, HIGHlY STRUCTURrO CULTURAL ENVIRONWNT,
WITHOUT IBMEANING THAI SAME ENVIROHMENT. COUNSELING TECHNIQUESWILItED IN 1HE PROGRAM ARE PRESENTED IN VIEW Or :HEIR SIAIEU
OBJECIIVIS AND THE CHARACTERISTICS or THE PEBBLE S1UDENTS. AN
EVALUATION IS GIVEN OF THE INSTRUCTIONAL PROGRAM DEVISED By
THE PEBBLE STAFF TO MEET MEASURED AND APPARENT. STUDENT
DEFICIENciEb. ALONG WITH INSTRUCTIONAL ACTtV1TIES USED FOR 1HE
REMLOIATION OF THESE DEFICIENCIES. THE IMPORT'S LAST SECTION
DEALS WITH IMPLICATIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS DERIVED FROM THE
PEDDLE EXPERIENCE FOR THE PUBLIC SCHOOLS. (OK)

De Ica. tutors ! Counseling Goals/ Cultural Isolation/
%Culturally Olsadvantaued/ Culture Contact/ Economically
Disadvantaged/ *Educ.tional Oisadvantaoement/ *Enricliment
E*perience/ Evaluation methods/ Folk Culture/ Group Counseling
/ Individuol Counseling/ Leisure Time,' Oral Expression/
*Program Evaluation/ Reading Difficulty/ Reading Improvement/
Rural Environment/ Rural Youth/ Social Experience

Identifiers: 0E0/ UPPER CUMBERLAND REGION

ED01,150O AC00,348
REPORT ON 1HE HARTFORD STATE JAIL PILOT REHABILITATION

PROJECT 19W3-tY6G.
MURPHY, OAV1O R.
Connecticut State D.,,pt. of Educatlon. Hartford.
611 B2P.
EDRS PRICE MF-$0.76 FIC-$4.43 PLUS POSTAGE
Tut PILOT RIAAUILITATION PROJECT IN THE HARTFORD STATE JAIL

BETWrEN FEBRUARY 19.;5 AND JUNE' 1965 WAS SPOW.ORED Of THE
CONAECTICUF CTATE %JAIL A0m1NISTRA1ION AND THE STATE DEPARTMENT
OF EDUCATION, FINANCED UNDER THE VOCATIONAL EDUCATION ACI OF
1963, AND ADVISED BY THE LOCAL DFFICE OF ECONOMIC OPPORTUNITY
AND THE AD HOC JAIL COMMITTEE OF THE GRrATER HARTFORD
COMMUNITY COUNCIL. THERE wERE FOUR PROGRAM
COMPONENTSCOUNSELING (GROUP AND INDIVIDUAL). BASIC EDUCAIION
(ACADEMIC, NUN-ENGLISH SPEAKING, AND LITERACY EDUCATION).
VOCATIONAL EDUCATION (BUILDING A MACHINE SHOP). AND RECREATION
AND LEISURE-IIME ACTIVITIES (OUTDOOR. INDOOR, AND EIURARY
FACILITIES). PROGRAM EVALUATION WAS BASED ON QUESTIONNAIRES
COMPLETED BY INMATES AND STAFF. QUESTIONNAIRES WERE MAILLD TO
164 FORMER INMATeS wHO HAD PARTICIPATED IN COUNSELING AND/OR
JAIL $CHOOL PRDGRAMS. THE 14 RESPONDING WERE OVEWriliELMINGEY IN
FAVOR OF THE P4OJECT. AN EMPLOYER QUESTIONNAIRE INCLUDED WITH
THE INMATE QUESTIoNNAIRE WAS NOT USED, WHILE THE MAJORITY oF

97
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THE GUARDS AND AWNISTRATORS WERE IN FAVOR OF THE PROJECT.
NEARLY A QUARTER WERC NOT. (THE DOCUMENT INCLUDES PROJECT
PROPOSAL, INMATE, EMPLOYER, AND STAFF QUESTIONNAIRE5. JAIL
REHABILITATION PROPOSAL, AND INMATE DATA FORM AND PERCENTAGE
DATA.) (AJ)

Descriptor9 1 Adult Basic Education/ Correctional Education/
*Corrective Institutions/ GrouD Cuuntieling/ Individual
CharaCteristiCs/ Individual Counseling/ Institutional
Personnel/ Library Facilities/ Physical Facilitien/ Pilot
Projects/ *Prisoners/ Program Evaluation/ Qurstionnaires/
Recreational Activities/ *Rehabilitation Programs/ Statistical
Data/ Vocational Education

Identifiers: CONNECTICUT/ HARTFORD

E0019564 AC001935
EDUCATION FOR AGING. CURRENT INFORMATION SOURCES. NUMBER 14.
SyracuSe Univ., N.Y. ERIC Clearinghouse on Adult Education.
FEBBB 20P.
EDVS PRICE MF-$0.76 HC-$1.58 PLUS POSTAGE
THIs BIBLIOGRAPHY OF RECENT (1964-G7) ANNOTATIONS AND

ABSTRACTS IS DIVIDED INTO SECTIONS RELATING TO THE
CHARACTERISTICS AND LEARNING ABILITIES or OLDER ADULTS,
TRAINING PROGRAMS, ANO RETIREMENT AND PRERETIREMENT EDUCATION.
SUCH TOPICS AND AREAS OF CONCERN AS STABILITY AND CHANGE IN
ADULT CHARACTERISTICS (INCLUDING CHANGES IN (i0ALS),
EDUCATIONAL PHILOSOPHY, TESTING AND TEST CONSTRUCTION,
MANPOWER DEVELOPMENT, LABOR MANAGUMENT COOPERATION IN
PRERETIREMENT EDUCATION, VOCATIONAL GUIDANCE AND CAREER
PLANNING. USE OF CORRESPONDENCE STUDY AND OF EDUCATIONAL FILMS
AND TELEVISION, THE PROBLEMS OF OLDLR SALEWEN, AND
COMPARATIVE EDUCATION IN THE UNITED STATES, GREAT BRITAIN. AND
EUROPE ARE REPRESENTED. ALSO LISTED APE OTHER ERIC
CLEARINGHOUSE ON ADULT EDUCATION PUBLICATIONS, AND MEMBERS OF
tHE NA1IONAL ADVISORY BOARD. (LY)
Descriptors: Adult CharacteristiCS/ Adult Learning/ *Age/

Age Differences/ *Annotated Bibliographies/ Coopr,rative
Programs/ Correspondence Study/ Education/ Films/ Guidance
Counseling/ Industrial Training/ 'Intelligence/ Labor Unions/
Leisure Time/ *Retirement/ SaIesmanship/ Testing/ 'Vocational
Retraining

Identifi'ers1 EUROPE/ GREAT BRITAIN/ OLDER WORKERS/ UNITED
STATES
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ED018750 AC002357
GUIDE TO CONTINUING EDUCATION FOR ADULTS OF PROVIDENCE.

NUMBER 3.
ilaLvEy, MARY C.
.ovidehce Public Schools, R.I.

6; 132P,
EEIRS PRICE MF-$0.76 HC-$0.97 PLUS POSTAGE
THIS DIRECIDRy By PROJECT GUISE (ADULT REFERRAL AND

INTIM/MON SLRVICE (N EDUCATION) OF THE PROVIDENCE SCHOOL
CIEPARIMENI INDICATES ADULT AND CON1INUING EDUCAIION PROGRAMS,
TRAINING OPPORTUNITIES, RECREATIONAL PURSUITS, ANO CULlURAL
OPPORIUNITIES THROUGHOUT RHODE ISLAND. IT PRovIDES INFORMATION
ABOUI DECREE AND NoN-pEGREE OPPORTUNITIES THAI ExIsT IN RHODE
ISLAND COLLEGES ANO UNIvERSITIES, FORMAL AND INFORMAL
(DULATION PROGRAMS EIOR CREDIT OR NON-CREDIT) AT THE
ELEMINTARY AND SECONDARY LEVELS, VOCATIONAL 1RAININO, AND
SELr-EmpuOvTMLNT. AND LEISURE PURSUITS. TilE COLLEGE AND
UNIVERSITY PuOIRAMI ListFO HERE ATTE oFFERED IN SEPARATE ADULT
DIVISIONS OF THE RESPICTIVE INSTITUTIONS, BUT cOuRSES WHICH
MAy GE ATTENDED BY ADULTS, THROUGH SPECIAL ARRANGEMENT, WITHIN
THE REGULAR UNDER GRADUATE PROGRAMS ARE ALSO NOTED, THIS
DIRECIORY ALSO LISTS INSTITUTIONS AND OTHER RESOURCES WHICH
MAKE COUNSELING AND TESTING AVAILABLE TC HELP INDIVIDUALS 10
FIND THEIR GOALS AND/OR DIRECT THEM TO APPROPRIATE EDUCATIONAL
AND TRAINING PROGRAMS. ARISE SERVES AS A VITAL RESOURCE EOR
COUNSELING FOR THESE PURPOSES, AND FOR REFERRAL TO VARIOUS
APPROPRIATE GUIDANCE AGENCIES. (AUTHOR/LY)

Doscriptors: *Adult Education Programs/ Adult Vocational
Education/ *Counseling Services/ Credits/ Cultural Activities
/ Degrers (Titles)/ Directories/ Elementary Education/
Leisure Time/ Secondary Education/ Testing/ Universities

Identiritirs: RHOOE ISLAND

I:001855B VT001125
COUNSELING GIRLS AND WOMENAWARENESS. ANALYSIS, ACTION.
OTRRY, JANE : AND OTHERS
Miscouri State Dent. of Labor and Industrial Relations.

deflorson City.; Missouri Univ.. Kansas City.
MNRGG

7141'.

EDITS PRICE ME-$0.76 HC-$4,43 PLUS POSTAGE
OBJECTIVES or THIS GUIDE TO SE USEO IN AN INSERVICE TRAINING

prloopAm ARE--(1) TO ALERT COUNSELORS TO SPECIALIZED NEEDS OF
GIRLS ANO WOMEN. 121 TO PROVIDE A READABLE SOURCE oF
BACKGROUND mAT1RIALS. 131 TO DEVELOP APPRECIATION OF THE ROLE
OF THE IMPLOYMENT SERVICE IN COUNSELING GIRLS ANU WOMEN. AND
(4) To cREATE AN AWARENESS OF RESEARCH IN THE AREA OF WOMEN'S
ROLF IN SOCIETY. THE PERCEPTIVE COUNSELOR ATTEMPTS TO ALERT
GIRLS ANN wUMEN TO SOCIAL CHANGE AND ITS IMPACT ON WIEN'S
LIVIS, FUTURE-ORIENILD OPPORTUNITIES, AND A LIFE PLANNING
APPROACH. THE LATTER INVOLVES PLANNING FOR MULTIPLE ROLES
DURING DIFFERENT PERIODS OF THEIR LIFE. WOMEN'S EMPLOYMENT 48
FALLS INTO THREE GENERAL PATTERNS--THE CONSTANT EMPLOYEE. THE
IN-AND-OUT EMPLOYEE, AND THE NOVICE. ATTITUDES ARE CHANGING
TOWARD womtV'S ROLES, AND THEY NOW HAvE To CHOOSE A CAREER OR
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HOME OR BOTH. RECENT TRENDS IN EDUCATION SHOw THAT THE MPRE
EDUCATION A WOUN HAS, THE GREATER ARE THE CHANCES THAT
WILL OE WORKING. NEW FIELDS ARE OPENING FOR womin t tH
EDUCATION. CONTINUING EDUCATION IS AVAILABLE TO MORE PEUPLE

.WITH DIFFERENT BACKGROUNDS. A ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY IS
INCLUDED. (MS)
Descriptors: 'Counseling/ Educational Counseling/

Educational Planning/ Employment Opportunities/ Employment
Services/ Family Life/ Females/ InService Education/ Leisure
Time/ Low Income/ Marving0/ SOCial Change/ Vocational
Counseling/ Vocational Development/ Womens' Education/
*Working Women

ED017106 EC001380
EDUCATING VISUALLY HANDICAPPED PUPILS.
New York City Board of Education,:Bruoklyn, N.Y.
67 10613.

Report No.: NycBE-CBULL-65-66-SER-16
EORS PRICE MF-$0.76 HC-55.70 PLUS POSTAGE
EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS AVAILABLE TO BLIND OR PARTIALLY BLIND

CHILDREN IN NEW YORK CITY ARE DESCE,i;,..,,, IHIS ILLUSTRATED
BULLETIN. PROCEDURES FOR SCHOOL PLACEMENT, ORGANIZATION OF
SPECIAL CLASSES, AND ENROLLMENT STATISIICS ARE DISCUSSED. THE
RESOURCE CLASS PROGRAM AND GUIDELINES FUR BOTH RP;UIAR AND
RESOURCE TEACHERS ARE PUESENIED. OMER SPECIAL 01.0GRAMS
(ITINERANT TEAEHER PROGRAM, MULTIPLY )ANDICAPPED BLIND
CHILDREN, AND SPECIAL CLASS ORGANIZATION) ARE DISCUSSED.
CURRICULUM ADAPTATIONS IN THE TOLLOW1NG AREAS ARE
PROVIDED--LANGUAGF ARTS, SPEECH, TYPING, MA1MMATIC5. SCIENCE.
SOCIAL SIODIES. FOREIGN LANGUAGE, MUSIC, FINE ARTS, INDUSTRIAL
ARTS, HOME ECONOMICS, AND HEALTH EDUCATION, ENRICH:AENT AND
CORRECTIVE EDUCATION PROGRAMS, TESTING EXTRACURRICULAR
ACiEVITILS, TRIPS, EXCURSIONS, AND LEISURE TIME ACTIVITIES ARE
ALSO DESCRIBED. THE ROLE AND RESPONSIBILITIES OF THE GUIDANCE
AND SUPPLEMENTARY SERVICES, THE ADMINISTRATION, AND THE
SUPERVISORY PERSONNEL ARE EXAMINED. TEACHING GUIDELINIS AND
INFORMATION ON BRAILLE, INSTRUCTIONAL AIDS, AND A GLOSSARY OF
MEDICAL TERMS AUE INCLUDED. AN APPENDIX CONTAINS THE ANSWERS
10 FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS, THE EYE REPORT FORM (WY' YORK
CITY). A BIBLIOGRAPHY OF 50 ITEMS, ANU REFERENCE LISTS OF
AGENCIES AND SOURCES OF MATERIALS, THIS DOCUMENT WAS PUBLISHED
BY THE BOARD OF EDUCATION OF THE CITY OF NEW YORK, 110
LIVINGSTON STREET, BROOKLYN, NEW YORK 11201, AND IS AVAILABLE
FOR $2.00. (CG)
Descriptors: *Administration/ Blind/ Braille/ 'Counseling/

Curriculum/ Educational Methods/ Educationci Programs/
Exceptional Child Education/ Guidance Services/ Medical
Vocabulary/ Multiply Handicapped/ Partially Sighted/ Program
Administration/ Public Schools/ Resource Teachers/ Special
Classes/ Special Programs/ Special Services/ Teaching Guides/
*Visually Handicapped

Identifiers: ITINERANT TEACHER PROGRAMS/ NEW YORK CITY
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DIALOG Pilot: ERIC 66-79/N1V (Item 79 of 8) User 1210 15JA1100

E0012079 CG000240
Thu MILLENIUM--PREPARATION PROGRAMS FOR ELEMENTARY SCHOOL

COUnsELous 0F.THE 'FUTURE.
NELSON, RICHARD C.
2IMAR67 1211.

EORS PRICE MF-$0.76 11C-S1.50 PLUS POSTAGE
ELLMENIARY SCHOOL GUIDANCE PROGRAMS WILL EXIST IN THEFUTURE. .114 CHANGING WORLD OF WORK WILL CAUSE CURRICULUM

REVIS1DNS in INCLUOE OCCUPATIONAL UNDERSTANDING WHICH WILL
PERMIT MORE COUNSELING. THE CUUNSELOR WILL AID CHILDREN IN
UEViLOPINO wOR1HwHILE LEISURE PURSUITS AND AN AWARENESS Or A
mumpLr-cApilm FUTURE AS COUNSELING PROGRAMS GROW IN NUMBER,
4FSLARcH DIMENSIONS WILL IMPROVE ALONG WITH THE CONSULTING
THAI GOES UN IN THE SCHOOL SETTING, AND FUNCTIONARIES WILL nEAVAILABLE to RELE4u THE COUNSELOR FROM SECRETARIAL CHURLS.
THE LCUHSELOR WILL BE A PRLHESSIONAL AND WILL REQUIRE A 2-YEAR
TRAINING PROGRAM. ELECTRONICALLY MONITORED OrF-CA:OPUS
PRAcIlCuM FAvIRIENCES ANU A RAID INTERNSHIP OF A 1/2-YEAR WILL
OCCUR ALONG wItH ExTENSIVE" SENSITIVITY TRAINING. A LIAISON
WITH THE UNIVURSITY AND COMMUNI1Y WILL BE MAINTAINED ToR
SERVICE AND RESEARCH PURPOSES. GROUP COUNSELING WILL BECOME
VALUED CONCOMITANT willH GROUP COUNSELING PRACTICUM
EXPIRIENCES. AS EXPERIENCE IN ELEMENTARY SCHOOL GUIDANCE
INC!?CASCS, COUNSELOR EDUCATION PROGRAMS WILL INCLUDE A
COUNSELING TECHNIQUES COURSE RELATED TO THE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
CHILU. IMPRUVEMENTS IN TECHNOLOGY WILL AID 00TH COUNSELOR
EDUCATION AND THE COUNSELING EXPERIENCE. THIS PAPER WAS
PRESENTED AT THE AMERICAN PERSONNEL AND GUIDANCE ASSOCIATION
CONVENTION (DALLAS, MARCH 21, 1967). (VL)

De%criptors! Counselor Training/ Elementary School
Counseling/ Elerrentarv Schools/ Program Development/ Program

Prnoram Improvement/ SpeoChes
Identifiers: DALLAS

ED01:10S4 CG00004I
TH1: NEXT TWENTY YEARSBACKGROUND NOTES FOR ADULT COUNSELING

PLAI.NING.

MICHAEL, DONALD N.
Center for the Study nf Liberal Education Tor Adults.

Bronkline, moqS.: Nf,v England Board of Higher Education.
WInChOStCr. MAc.s.

6t, 31r.
EDI/5 PRICE MF-S0.76 HC-S1.95 PLUS POSTAGE
To COuNSEL ADULTS WITHIN THE NEXT 20 YEARS, ADVANCED

PLANNIN,; AND ACTION BASED ON LONG-RANGE ASSESSMENT; MUST 1AXE
PLALE NEM. HIGHLY RATIONALIZED MANAGEMENT TECHNOLOGIIS,
CYOTRNATION, SOCIAL ENGINEERING, ANO BIOLOGICAL ENGINEERING
CAN POTENTIALLY AFFECT THIS PLANNING. SOCIAL AND DEMOGRAPHIC
CONNTIONS INILRACTING WITH THESE TECHNOLOGIES WILL INFLUENCE
THE CHARACTERISTICS Or WORK, LEISURE. EDUCATION. VALUES, AND
DECISION MAKING. VALUES AND BEHAVIOR THAT EMPHASIZE COMMITMENT 49
TO TASK, FLEXIBILITY IN LEARNING. ANO EFFECTIVE USE oF
INCREASED LEISURE MUST BE LEARNED IN CHILDHOOD AND MOD:FIED
THROUGHOUT LIFE, SOCIAL PROBLEMS AND UTIL12ING

THE OPPORTUNITIES WHICH TECRNOLOGIES AND SOCIAL GROWTH AFFORD
WILL REQUIRE THAT PRIORITIES BE ASSIGNED, AND 1HAT MORE
EFFECTIVE CRITERIA FOR CHOICE BE DEVELOPED. THE INCREASING
OLDER POPULATION WILL EXERT POLITICAL plassuNES TO PROTECT IT
AGAINST MATERIAL, IDEOLOGICAL, AND EMOTIONAL DISPOSSISSION,
BELIEF IN MAN AS BEING UNIQUE IN HIMSELI AND IN HIS RILATION
10 THE RES1 OF THE UNIVERSE WILL BE INCREASINGLY CHALLENGED IN
MANY OF'THE INFLUENTIAL AND POLICY-PLANNING LEVELS OF SOCIETY.
THt MOST IMPORTANT LESSON SOCIAL INSTITUTIONS WILL HAVE TO
LEARN IS HOW TO CHANGE RAPIDLY AND FREQUENTLY, THIS ADDRESS
WAS PRESENTED AT THE CONFERENCE ON THE TRAINING OF COUNSELORS
or ADULTS (CHATHAM, MAY 22-20, 1966). (RM)

DescriPtOrs: *Adult Counseling/ Adult Educntlon/ Computers/
Conferences/ *Counseling/ 4CounnelOr Training/ CVD0PneticS/
+PInnnin0/ Systems Anelysie/ Values

Identlflersi BROOKLINE/ CHATHAM/ WINCHESTER

ED011450 JC660271
CHARACTERISTICS OF JUNIOR COLLEGE STUDENTS IN OCCUPATIONALLY

ORIENTED CURRICULA.
STEWART, LAWRCNCE H.
California Univ.. Berkeley. School of Education.
MARGO 49P.
Report N. Q-1906-I
EDRS PRICE MF-$0.70 HC-$1.95 PLUS POSTAGE
Two INVENTORIES (THE INTEREST ASSESSMENT SCALES AND SrLECTED

SCALES or THE OMNIBUS PERSONALITY INVENTORY) ANL) A BACP.OROUND
QUESTIONNAIRE DEVELOPED AT THE UNIVERSITY Or CALIFORNIA AT
BERKELEY WERE ADMINISTERED TO MALE AND FEMALE JUNIOR COLLEGE
STUDENTS ENROLL(D IN TRADE AND VOCATIONAL COURSES. AMONG THE
NONCOGNITIVE VARIABLES COMPARED WERE SOURCES Or LIFE
SATISFACTION (JOB, MARRIAGE, FAMILY, LEISURE. AND RELIGION),
RISK TAKING ATTITUDES. IMPULSE EXPRESSION. 1:STHETICISM. AND
ABSTRACTION. MEANIN(;FUL PSYCHOLOGICAL FACTORS WERE FOUND TO BE
RELATED TO THE CHOICE OF A VOCATIONAL PROGRAM IN A JUNIOR
COLLEGE. THE STUDENTS ARE NOT SIMPLY AN AGGREGATE OF
INDIVIDUALS WHO ARE IN VOCATIONAL PROGRAMS BECAUSE THEY HAVE
BEEN UNSUCCESSFUL IN OTHER COURSES OR BECAUSE THEY HAVE BEEN
JUDCED UNABLE TO COMPLETE AN ACADEMIC COURSE OF STUDf. THEY
ARE DIFFERENT Flaw THOSE JUNIOR COLLEGE 'ITUDENTS WHO ARE IN
NONVOCAT1ONAL PROGRAMS AND FROM STUCZNI POPULATIONS IN 4-YEAR
COLLEGE,S AND UNIVERSITIES. THIS INTORMATION IS CONSIDERED
ESSENTIAL IN COUNSELING PROGRAM AND CURRICULUM PLANNING, IFIS)
DescriptorS: Curriculum Planning/ Interrst Tests/ $Junior

colleges/ Occupational Choice/ Personality Assessment/
*Student CharacteristicS/ *Student Interests/ Vocational
Counseling/ Vocational Education

Identifiers: BERKELEY/ INTEREST ASSESSMENT SCALES/ OMNIBUS
PERSONALITY INVENTORY
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VENC1

is

*Educational Resources Information Center

*nationwide educational information system

*network of 16 Clearinghouses, each with a
different educational focus

*system updated monthly with the latest edu-
cational information

*system wh.lCh makes available, on microfiche,
unpublished educational materials not available
elsewhere (hard copy and microfiche reprints
are available from the ERIC Document Reprodpction
Service)

CAPS

UAW

070,0
*Clearinghouse on Counseling and Personnel
Services

*Clearinghouse responsible for selecting and

pH) *information disseminator which provides special

processing materials in the areas of the helping
services and the preparation of professional and
nonprofessional counseling personnel

focused materials to help you in your work
setting

CAPS

offers . . .

*local and state workshops to familiarize
participants with ERIC tools and materials

*CAPS Capsule, an annual newsletter, to

acquaint you with new activities and
publications of the Clearinghouse

*the Learning Resources Center, housing
the complete ERIC collection, profes-
sional books, journals, newsletters and
magazines related to CAPS's scope

*national workshops on selected topics of
high current educational interest

*computer capability to help you with your
search needs. CAPS can search over 40 data
bases, including ERIC, Psychological Abstracts,
and NTIS. Minimum charge--$15; average
single-data-base search cost--$20. Mail and
phone inquiries welcome.

CAPS' *helping services

sco *counselor training, development andpe
evaluation

includes . . . *student characteristics and environments

*family relationships

103

*career planning

*drug eeucation/abuse

*counseling needs of special populations such as
women, youth, dropouts, aged, incarcerated,
widowed and divorced

rnTr/rAnc 'ring mr Thr, Arw AvOw.v. MT Am no
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DOCUMENT REPRODUCTION SERVICEP.O. sox no ARLINGTON, VIRGINIA 22210 (703) 941.1212
OPIUM SY: COMPUTER MICROFILM INTERNATIONAL, CORP.

IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS
ORDER BY ED NO. (6 digits)

See Resources in Education
(RIE)

SPECIFY EITHER:
Microfiche (MF)

or
Paper Copy (PC)

ENTER UNIT PRICE
(See Below)

ENCLOSE CHECK OH MONEY
ORDER
Payable to EDRS in U S
Funds. Check must indicate
the U S transit number of your
banks agency

OR ENCLOSE AUTHORIZED
ORIGINAL PURCHASE ORDER

COMPLETE AND SIGN BELOW
INCLUDE SHIPPING CHARGES

(See Charts Below)

Oats

Signature

Title

UNIT PRICE SCHEDULE

MICROFICHE iMF1

NUMBER FICHE EACH ED :
I to 5 uo ro 480 pages;

6 481-576 Pages.
7 577-672 pages.
8 673-768 pages

Eacrl aambonal
mlorohcrie acoitionai 96 oages

PRICE CODE
MFCII
MF02
mFC3
MFO4

Price
$ 83

1 00
1 17
1 34

17

I
PAPER COPY PC'

NUMBER PAGE S EACH ED --:
I t.) 25

28 !) 50,

51 to '5
76 ;t) ICC

Eacn addit!onal
25 nag.?s

PRfCE CODE
PCO 1

PCO2
0,--C3

PCO4

Price
5 1 82
3 32
4 82
6 32

1 50

ORDER FORM

SHIP To:

BILL To.

ED NUMBER NO. OF
PAGES

NO. OF COPIES
UNIT
PRICE TOTAL

MF PC

TOTAL NO. OF PAGES SUBTOTAL

TAX EXEMPT NO.
VA RESIDENTS ADD

4% SALES TAX

DEPOSIT ACCT. NO
SHIPPING

TOTAL
,

CHARTS FOR DETERMINING SHIPPING CHARGES

--- 1st CLASS POSTAGE FOR
1-3 4-8 9-14 15-18 19-21 22-27Mic rofiche Microfiche : Microfiche Microfiche Microfiche MicroficheONLY ONLY ' ONLY ONLY ONLY ONLY$ 15 $ 28 $ 41 54 80

77;32
icrofiche
ONLY

93 [ $1 06

U.P.S. CHARGES FOR
lib 2 ibs 31bs 4 lbs 5 lbs 6 Ws33-75 MF- 7 6-1 50 151-225 226-300 301-375 376-450Or ' '75 PC MF r PC MF or PC MF dr PC MF Or PC MF or PC

PAGES PAGES PAGES PAGES PAGES PAGES

7 Ups 8 to 20 lbs
451-525 526-1500

MF or PC MF or PC
PAGES PAGESNct E,:eed Not to E k ceeo Not to Exceed Not to E xceed Not to Exceed Not to Exceed .Not to Exceed Not to Exceed51 16 51 48 $1 79 $2 11 $2 42 $2 73 $3 05 $3 36-$7 13

NOTE - 3.: .. : 1:1 :,> " : $ . ;O. P l'-"" '."
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GENERAL INFORMATION
1 MCI UST
The OtKell Set forth herein may be changed without notice however any
price change will be su elect to tne approval of the National institute of Edir
cation Contracting Officer

2. PAYMENT
The prices Mt fOrith herein do not include any sales use excise, or similar
taxes which may apply to the sale of microfiche or hard copy tO the Cue-
tattler TN cost of such taxes. it any. shall be borne by the Customer

Payment shall be made net thirty 130) days from date Of invoice Payment
shall be without expense to CM1C

3. RIPRODUCTON
Express permission to reproduce a copyrighted document provided he .
rounder must br/ Obtained in writing from the Copyright holder noted oh thetitle pegs of such copyrighted document

4. CONTMIGENCIES
CMIC shall not be liable to Customer or any other person for any failu rot or
delay in the performance of any obligation if such failure of delay is due to
events beyond the control of CM1C !mulling, but not limited to. lire. storm.
1100d. earthduake. explosion. accident acts of the public enemy. Strikes,
lockouts, labor disputes. labor shortage. work stoppages. transCHOrtation
embargoes or delays, failure or shortage of materials, supplies or ma-
chinery. *chi of God. or acts or regulations or priorities of the federal. State.
or local governments. is due to failures of performance of subcontractors
beyond CMIC's control and without negligence on the part of CMIC or (c)
due to erroneour or incomplete information furnished by Customer.
5. LIASILITY
CMIC's liability if any arising hereunder shall not exceed restitution of
charges.

In no event shall CMIC be liable fOr special. corsequential. or liquidated
damages arising from the provision Of services hereunder

4 WARRANTY
CMIC MAKES NO WARRANTY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED AS TO ANY MATTER
WHATSOVER. INCLUDING ANY WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILIre OR
FITNESS FOR ANY PARTICULAR PURPOSE

7 QUALITY
CMIC will replace products returned because of reproduction defects or in.
Completeness Th4 quality of the nput document is not the responsibility of
CMIC Best available COpy will be supplied

CNANGES
No waiver, alteration or modification of any of the provisions hereof shall be
binding unless in writing and signed by an officer Of CMIC

I DEFAULT AND WAIVER
s if Customer fails with resPect to thisor any other agreement with CMIC tO

Day any invoice when due or to accept any shipment as Ordered. CMIC
may without preludice to other remedies defer any further shipments
until the default is corrected, or cancel this Purchase Order

b No Course of conduct nor any delay ofCMIC in exercising any right he.
reunder shall waive any rights Of CMIC Or modify this Agreement

10. GOVERMNG LAW
This Agreement shall be construed to be between merchants Any question
cvncerning its validity. construction, or performance shall be governed DY
the laws of the State 01 New York.

II. DEPOSIT ACCOUNTS
Customers who have a continuing need for ERIC documents may open a
Deposit account by depositing a minimum of $200.00 Once a deposit ac-
count is opened. ERIC documents will be sent upon request, and the account
charged for the actual cost and Postage A monthly statement uf the account
will be furnished

12. STANDING ORDER ACCOUNTS
Customers who desire to receive microfiche copies of all ERIC reports an-
nounced in each issue of Resources in Education may do 10 by depositing
$2000 00 or submitting an executed purchase order The Cost of each issue
and postage will be charged against theaccount A monthly statement of the .
account will be furnished

13 PAPER COPY (PC)
A paper copy PC i$ xerographic reproduction, on paper. of the original
document Eacn paper copy has a Vellum envoicover to identity and protect
the document

14. FOREIGN POSTAGE
Postage for all countries other than the United States is based On the interna-
tional Postal Rates in effect at the time this order is shipped To determine
postage allow 75 microfiche or 75 PC pages per pound Customers must
specity the exact classification of mail desired, and include the pottage for
that classification with their order Payment must be in United States tunas.

OTHER ERIC COLLECTIONS AVAILABLE FROM EDRS
STANDING ORDERS

Subscnption orders of microfiche copies of all ERIC reports announced in each issue of
Resources in Education average $150.00 per month

BACK COLLECTIONS t Postage extral

Reports in
Reports ;r1
Reports in
Reports in
Reports in
Reports in

Research in
Research in
Research in
Research in
Research in
Research in

Education for 1966 and 1967
Education for 1968
Education tor 1969 ..
Education for 1970 .

Education for 1971.
Education for 1972. .

Reports in Research in Education for 1973.
Reports in Research in Education for 1974
Reports in Resources in Education for 1975
Reports in Resources in Education for 1976
Reports in Resources in Education for 1977
Reoorts in Resources in Education for 1978
Reports in Resources in Education for 19791 Estimated)

AIM /ARM MICROFICHE COLLECTIONS (postage extra)
CLEARINGHOUSE MICROFICHE COLLECTIONS (postage extra;
SPECIAL COLLECTIONS (postage extra).

Office of Education Research Reports 1956-65
Pacesetters in Innovation. Fiscal Year 1966
Pacesetters in Innovation. Fiscal Year 1967
Pacesetters in Innovation. Fiscal Year 1968
Selected Documents on the Disadvantaged
Selected Documents in Higher Education
Manpower Research-inventory tor Fiscal Year 1966 ano 1967
Manpower Research: Inventory tor Fiscal Year 1968
Manpower Research Inventory tor Fiscal Year 1969
lntormation Analysis Products Bibliography 1975-1977

1 0 G

....

$ 354 08
1.094.32
1.271 92
1.311 04
1.511 44
1.564 40
1,362.48

11 549285.3424

1.671.92
1.592.88
1.655.12
1.750.00

. SO 158/fiche
$O 162/fiche
$0.122/fiche

$ 40454 4314 7
175 31
112
334 28
153 48

79 67
44 41
57 71
98 50


